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Fuller lose$, has 30 days to appeal
BY AMY PONDER
MANAGING EDITOR

"I'm an idealist, but I am also a realist," said Marian Fuller, a tenured
biology professor, as she discussed the
steps that will follow a jury verdict
which found for MSU and against
Fuller on all four counts of sexual discrimination last Friday.
The federal statute of limitations
allows Fuller 30 days following the
jury verdict issued to appeal the·federal courts decision. Fuller said she is

contemplating her next move.
"I'm not going do anything until
after commencement. I'm one of those
people who thinks about things before
I act," she said.
Fuller said she doesn't feel her side
of the story got its chance to be told in
court.
"I think the judge was looking for a
smoking gun and you just don't get
that very often in sexual discrimination cases," she said.
According to David Boswell, attorney representing Murray State,

ch11rges were based on federal and tion lawsuit filed in August of 1990, in
state equal pay acts, 14th Amendment addition to compensation for a range
due process law. federal and state civil of other claims. She attests that her
act statutes, and a federal statute of current salary is about $7000 less
1983 action in which the defendants than that of full male professors
were alleged to have violated plain- (excluding nurs~s) who came to the
tift's rights under the color of state University in 1967 or later.
law.
She said claims also dealt with
Boswell complimented Fuller's financial support for the herbarium
lawyer and said the court read applic- which she notes is her area of primary
able law to the jury for a solid hour research and the fastest growing
because of the technicalities involved. herbarium in the state. In addition to
Fuller had sought to collect back pay deprivation from adequate heating
stemming from a sexual discrimina· and cooling in her fifth floor office, she

A degree of honor

contests having been passed over for
two chair searches because of the
Uryiversity's failure to follow equal
opportunity law.
Fuller said her reasons for staying
at the University for the last 30 years
center around the students, who she
said still keep her on her toes. She
cited small classes and enjoyment of
work with the graduate program as
advantages of her job, in addition to
the challenge presented in an area
that contains what Fuller referred to
as "a very unique flora."

SHHH ...

Ginger Adams' family to receive her diploma
With the marking of the first
anniversary of Adams' death,
Don Robertson, vice president
She was a conscientious stu- for student affairs, said he was
dent who gave much of herself reminded that this would have
to others and planned to give been the year of her graduaeven more as she pursued her tion.
teaching career. A tragic acci"It is one more thing we can
dent cut her dreams and life do to help the family and honor
short, but on May 11 she will be Ginger for her many contribuhonored with the degree she tions to the University," he
would have received had fate said.
not intervened.
Ginger died last spring as a
On what would have been her result of injuries sustained
graduation day, Ginger Adams' wh en the van carrying t.hc
degree will be awarded posthu- Murray State cheerleaders
mously to her family.
wrecked as they returned from

BY JENNIFER POTIER

ASSISTANT MANAGINC EDITOR

Source: National Weather Service

the NCAA tournament.
Robertson said he felt the
awarding of the degree would
be appropriate, but he and
Mike Young, assistant associate vice president for student
affairs and cheerleading sponsor, contacted the family before
any decisions were made.
"'They were supportive,"
Robertson said. "We want to
hold the ceremony in the manner most comfortable for the
family."
Adams' parents are both
Murray State alumni and have
See ADAMS/16

Jon Lowry/Guest

Photo Illustration

Quad almost ready
Commencement plans
nearing completion
BY JAKE BURGESS
STAFF W RITER

The stage is assembled, and the grounds are
being prepared as commencement day for the
class of 1996 approaches.
On Saturday, May 11, a thousand Murray
State students will be participate in the second
Commencement on the Green.
Last year, graduation ceremonies, which used
to be held in Racer Arena, were moved outdoors
to the scenic Quadrangle.
"Racer Arena was not large enough; we had it
filled to capacity," said Barbara Rose, administr ative assistant to the Provost.
Rose said technical difficulties with Racer
Arena also factored into the move to the Quad.
"Racer Arena is not air conditioned,and the
sound system is less than desirable," Rose said.

..It is difficult to hear."
Rose also noted that people have been wanting
to have the ceremony on the Quad for some time.
"The Quad is a historic section of campus," she
said. "It is surrounded by some of the oldest
buildings on campus."
However, Rose said preparations have been
made in case of inclement weather. In such an
instance the ceremonies will be moved back to
Racer Arena.
Rose said a meeting will take place 15 minutes
prior to commencement in order to determine if
the weather is going to be suitable.
Rose said that last year the weather was very
uncertain, but it was decided that ceremonies
should proceed in the Quad.
Rose said approximately 5,000 chairs are rented for the ceremony because the University does
not have enough of its own chairs to use.
However, Rose said that was still not enough
because close to 1,000 people were standing
along the tree line surrounding the Quad last
year.

News

Crew team coach hired
BY CHRIS CAMPBELL
STAFF WRIT£R

Gently down the stream,
Steve Marchino hopes to guide
the Murray State crew team on
the river of victory.
After purchasing two crew
boats to push the idea along,
the search was on for a qualified coach.
In its first year of existence,
next year's crew team has expe·
rience behind the oars as it
tries to make ripples in the

Tassel hassle

Although a no test policy does
exist for the week
prior to finals, few
adhere to it.

For some, it has been a long time
in coming; but graduation is just around
the comer.

6

Ohio Valley Conference as a
rookie squad.
Marchino has been rowing for
four years. Three-and-a-half of
them were for Purdue, a top
rowing team in the Big Ten. He
currently works for the
Louisville Rowing Club and has
high expectations about taking
the helm at MSU.
"I am extremely excited
about the job," Marchino said.
"I have had plenty of contacts
with people and look forward to
having a great team."

10

Sherri Gallimore, campus
recreation coordinator, is helping get the team together, and
has been keeping Marchino up
to date about progresses made.
"J have not talked to anybody
who is planning on being on the
team, but I hope to get in touch
with people soon ," :said
Marchino.
He will leave his position at
Louisville in about six weeks
and plans to begin concentrating on coaching the MSU
squad.
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Internet and E-mail workshop

Friday, May 3
.Classes end - last day of classes for the spring semester.

Saturday, May 4
•Festival - Arts and Crafts, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., at the Western
Kentucky Exposition Center. For more information call (502) 382·
2248.
•Keyboard festival- Kentucky Music Teachers Association
Regional Keyboard Festival, begins at 1 p.m., Farrell Recital Hall in
the Doyle Fine Arts Center.
•Meeting -At-Anon and Alateen open meeting, 1 to 3 p.m ., West
Kentucky Vocational School. Enter through the side door. There is
no charge for admission or refreshments.

Humane Society seeks sale items

Sunday, May 5

The Humane Society is seeking donations for items for their
annual yard sale. Donations of: books, toys, furniture and other
household items will be accepted at the Calloway County public
library from noon to 6 p.m., today. The sale will be part of the
city-wide yard sale on Saturday. For more information call 7626334.

•Festival - Arts and Crafts, 10 a .m. to 5 p.m., at the Western
Kentucky Exposition Center.
•Recital - Kerri Jeralds and Angie Thome, duo-pianists, 3:30 p.m ..
Fa rrell Recital Hall in the Doyle Fine Arts Center. .
•Radio show - Talk show with Dr. Zorba Paster and co-host Tom
Clark airs at 6 p.m. on WKMS·FM 91 .3. Program features medical
news and tips.
•Student leader worship - Chi Alpha, Murray First Assembly of
God, 10:30 a.m., Highway 94 East.

Retirement reception
The College of Education will be hosting a retirement reception for Bobby Malone and Ben Humphreys, both are Rrofessors
in the department of educational leadership and counseling.
The reception will be held Tuesday from 3 to 5 p.m. in the
Curris Center Dance Lounge. An informal presentation will be
at 4 p.m.
The public is invited to attend the reception.

Monday, May 6
•Meeting -University rodeo booster club general meeting, 7:30
p.m., West Kentucky Exposition Center.
•Dance - The River City Singles are sponsoring Singles Dance, 8
p.m. to midnight, J .R.'s Executive Inn, Paducah. Admission is $5.
•Registration Information - Final examinations begin.

Tuesday, May 7

Photography workshop offered

Campus volunteers needed
The Campus Connection Volunteer Center, a division of
American Humanics, seeks volunteers among students, faculty
and staff. The Family Resource Center needs help in collecting
funds for NeedLine's Emergency Need.Line Utility Fund.
The Murray State University Tutoring Center needs tutors in
all subjects.
The Murray Middle School needs volunteers to help with their
Spring Fling on May 26. For more information call Shannon
Hall at 762-3808.
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WEEK IN PREVIEW

Due to the response to the "Internet and E-mail Workshop,"
the office of community education is sponsoring two more sessions. Interested individuals who want to know more about
accessing the Internet and sending and receiving electronic mail
should enroll in one of the two-hour introductory sessions.
This workshop is designed to give hands-on opportunities.
Each student will be provided with a workstation to practice
sending and receiving E-mail, and learning to use the World
Wide Web.
The sessions will be on May 7 and 14, from 7 to 9 p.m., in the
Collins Center for Industry and Technology. The registration fee
is $50. For more information call 762-2160.

The Murray State University department of art is hosting two
photography workshops for 4, 5, 6 graders on J uly 8-12 from
8:30 a.m to noon and 12:30 to 4 p.m.
Michael Johnson will be teaching the workshop. All materials, including camer as, will be furnished. Each child will use
their assigned camera to take pictures of outside subjects and
then take their film to the darkroom to learn the com plete
process of developing photos.
The workshop fee is $85 which includes instruction, all materials and snacks. Enrollment deadline is May 28. For more
information call 762-6739.
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-Meeting - Environmental Action Coalition, 6 p.m., room 251,
Blackburn Science Building.
Scott Nanney/Staff

Brian Flickinger, sophomore from Hurray, collects books from
the book drop in front of Ordway Hall W ednesday afternoon.
The library will be extending Its hou" for ftnaJs week.

Sales seminars

Mattei has ope nings for production operator positions in our world-class molding operation.
These 12 hour weekend shifts provide lots of time--off. Hours are either 6 a.m. • 6 p.m. or 6
p.m. - 6 a.m . on Saturday, Sunday, and Monday. Scheduled days off are Tuesday, W ednesday,
Thursday, and Friday. The starting hourly rate of pay is $6.20 and tops off at $8.84. Full
benefits are available after a short waiting period.

If you have what it takes to work with
the world,s best toymakers -please contact:

-Meeting - College Re publicans meeting, 4:30p.m., Tennessee
Room, Curris Center.
-Meeting - Chi Alpha christian fellowship, 7 p.m., Chi Alpha house,
901 N. 16 St.

Thursday, May 9

Managerial skills and techniques seminars will be held to
assist managers with their business skills.
The four-hour course, "Sales: A Win-Win Proposition" will be
held on May 15 in the Cumberland Room in the Curris Center
from 8 a .m. to noon. The course is designed to analyze the sales
professional and the client in a problem solving partnership, getting to a win-win situation and closing the sale. The course fee
is $75.
Another four-hour seminar, "Sales: Time Management and
Motivational Techhlques" will be helo on May 2~ in ilie
Tennessee Room in the Curris Center from 8 a.m. to noon. The
course will focus on setting goals and establishing a plan. The
course fee is $75 .

SATURDAY, SUNDAY, MONDAY WORK AVAILABLE FOR
PRODUCTION OPERATORS.
Full benefits for working 34.5 hours.

Wednesday, May 8

-Meeting - AA(KYCYPAA) meeting at 6:30 p.m .. Ohio Room,
Curris Center. Future host of the Kentucky Conference for Young
People in Alcoholics Anonymous.

Friday, May 10
•Honors day - Special academic honors awarded, 3:30p.m.,
Curris Center Ballroom.
-concert - President's concert, Wind ensemble, 8 p.m., Lovett
Auditorium.

Saturday, May 11
-commencement - Murray State University graduation, 9:05a.m .,
University Quadrangle.

The brothers of Alpha Gamma Rho
would like to introduce our new
initiates from the Beta Theta pledge
class.

Raub s ·i-e·r baum
-.1.
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MSU evaluates impact of wage changes
BY C.O. BRADLEY
STAFF WRITER

''

While "Tastes Great, Less
Filling'' is an advertising
scheme of the past, "More
Money, Less Hours" may be
the new chant of the day. This
holds true when speaking of
the proposed minimum wage
increase.
The issue has been a hot
topic of discussion in Congress
recently.
Led by Sens. Ted Kennedy, D-Mass.,
and Tom Daschel, 0-S.D., Democrats
have been pushing for an increase in the
minimum wage since last year.
Republicans have mostly opposed such
an increase on the grounds that it would
cause unemployment to go up and hurt
small business.
The most widely-supported version
would raise the minimum wage, now
$4.25 an hour, to $5.15 over a two-year
period.
Some Republicans have begun to
change sides, and a group of House GOP
moderates has proposed a version of the

the employment pond.
"If you look at student
uln the private sector,
workers, there will not be much
impact, because the number of
the general consensus
workers will be mandated,"
Mathis said. "In the private
is if the m inimum wage is raised
sector, the general consensus is
above the market equilibrium,
if the minimum wage is raised
above the market equilibrium,
employment will go down.
employment will go down."
This could mean a lack of
Gilbert Mathis
low-paying summer jobs, some
''
of which could be held by college students.
bill that would increase the wage to $5.25
Jan Kind, assistant director of student
an hour.
Party leaders, including Senate Majority employment, said the department has not
Leader Bob Dole and Speaker of the House reviewed the implications because the bill
Newt Gingrich, have admitted in the past has yet to pass.
"We would certainly address it if and
few weeks that there is a good chance this
when
it happened," Kind said.
proposal will pass.
"The majority of student workers here
Still, the GOP has blocked several
attempts by Democrats to bring up the leg- (at MSU) receive minimum wage, but
islation, both by itself and as a part of there are exceptions.
other bills.
"All federal student employees are paid
Gilbert Mathis, chair of MSU's econom- minimum wage," she said. "The pay rate of
ics and finance department, said while those students in University work prothese changes would have little effect on grams is set by the department according
campus, they could cause large ripples in to their funds."

Booth to represent MSU in Japan through Fulbright
BY jAKE BURGESS
STAFF WRITER

James Booth, provost and
vice president for academic
affairs, will represent MSU
internationally as a 1996
Fulbright Grant recipient this
summer.
On the trip to Japan, Booth
will be accompanied by Jay
Harper from Silver Rock
University in Pennsylvania,
Janie Miensiberg from the
University of Puget Sound in
Washington, Thomas Selvile
from
Southern
Illinois
University at Carbondale and
Peter Zwick from California
State University.
"This prestigious award is an

honor not only
to Jim Booth,
but also to
Murray State
University,"
said President
K e r n
Alexander.
"Dr. Booth
BOOTH
has provided
notable leadership in international programs throughout his
career."
Before Booth leaves for
Japan, he will attend an orientation in Phoenix, Ariz. to
become acquainted with the
customs and etiquette of the
Japanese culture.
Following the orientation, he
will leave for Japan on June 19

for a month-long trip.
He will meet with leaders of
the education industry and
study the economic systems of
the country.
One of the duties Booth will
undertake will be to encourage
Japanese businesses to relocate
to Western Kentucky.
Currently, Toyota has a large
factory in Georgetown and
smaller factories in other parts
of the country.
The Japanese Fulbright commission was organized in 1944
to improve relationships between Japan and the United
States.
AB an administrator, Booth
has initiated many programs to
encourage the growth of inter-

national relations at Murray
State.
AB an outgrowth of Booth's
work, the University now offers
exchange programs with 12 foreign countries, and an international studies degree program.
Booth has also helped develop the English Language
Institute, and enrollment of
international students has
increased by 4 percent since his
efforts began.
"VVe are encouraged to prepare graduates who can function in a culturally diverse and
increasingly interdependent
world by making a commitment
to international education as
an integral dimension of university experience," Booth said.

CONGRATULATIONS

...-- NICOLE

HUGHES ~

POUCEBEAT
Aprll 25
2:59 a.m. Christopher L. Harashe was arrested near Hart Hall and
charged with public intoxication. He was lodged in the Calloway County
District Jail.
8:38 a.m. A broken window was reported in Franklin Hall.
9:25 a.m. Kimberly Smith reported her vehicle was vandalized while
parked near Hart Hall.
5:40 p.m. An ambulance was dispatched to Winslow Cafeteria for a
woman who was experiencing breathing difficulties. She refused the
ambulance and was transported to the hospital by a friend.
Aprll 26
12:20 a.m. A window was broken in Franklin Hall room 340.
2:00 a.m. A domestic problem was reported in front of Hester Hall.
3:27 a.m. A light fixture on the comer of 15th and Olive Streets was
knocked over by a moving vehicle.
5:04 p.m. Lynn Allen Mason reported his wallet had been stolen from
Faculty Hall.
Aprll27
8:48 p.m. A fire was reported behind Richmond Hall. Officers found
trash buming outside the building. The fire was eietinguished .
Aprll 28
1 :34 a.m. Mitchell A. Bradley was arrested and charged with driving
under the influence and lodged in the Calloway County District Jail.
1 :51 a.m. Kwang Sub Shin was cited for running a stop sign and driving
without an operator's license.
10:21 a.m. A patient was transported from Stewart Stadium by Med·O·
Vac Ambulance service from Memphis, Tenn.
2:44 p.m. Officers were called to Franklin Hall by a female student who
claimed she had been assaulted by a male student.
'
6:49 p.m. Michael Madden reported the theft of a tape player from his
room In Franklin Hall.
Aprll29
9:26 a.m. Officers removed a motorcycle from the sixth floor of Hart Hall.
4:14 p.m. Laura K. Freeman was cited for reckless driving In Hart Hall
parking lot.
7:26 p.m. Officers removed five unauthorized juveniles from the Carr
Health Building.
Aprll30
9:43 p .m. A female student claimed she was grabbed by an unknown
male while feeding her dog at the Expo Center. She said he attempted
to force her to go with him, and she set the dog on him causing the perpetrator to flee. The assailant is described as a white male age 19-26
with shoulder-length dark hair. He was approximately 6 feet tall and
weighed 200 lbs. He was driving a late model red Chevy single cab, fullsize truck with tinted windows and no toolbox.
May1
9:01 a.m. A wallet belonging to Charles Storey was found. Storey later
reported it stolen. $600 in cash was missing.
11:36 a.m. Heather Boyd reported several items stolen from her car
while parked near Racer Arena
Racer Patrol Escorts- 5
Motor Aaalsts- 10
Information for Police Beat was gathered and compiled by The Murray
State News staff from materials available to the public at the Public
Safety office.
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Beth Pingel
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VIEWPOINT

IN OUR OPINIUN

Goodbye MSU, hello

Seniors reach
•
•
turn1ng po1nt

It has become a tradition at The Murray curricular activities. but ifyou are playing
State News for the graduating seniors to softball, never practice in a wet grassy
write a commentary reflecting back on field. Injuries to the "nether regions" will
their days at Murray surely occur (especially with females run·
State.
oing towards a ground ball in left field).
In
There are only
Playing croquet in the Quad can be very
three of us graduating, relaxing, unless you arc playing with
My
and we don't really take Danny Vowell. Then, my advice to you
Opinion
life that seriously, so would be to lose, and lose quickly. Croquet
God help you when you mal1ets are hard to get out of a tree.
read these.
If you are throwing a party at your
Life's lessons some- apartment, and you borrow a VCR from a
times present them- family member, make sure there isn't a
selves in the most pecu- tape in it already. Believe me "Skin Flicks"
liar ways, and I think no is not a movie about dermatology.
lesson is complete unless However, the party did get livelier after
you
can laugh at a situa- the discovery was made.
kELLY
tion,
and at yourself.
When playing with a "Mr. Microphone,"
HICKS
I
think
every
stuaware that it not only transmits
be
Viewp<>fnt
dent
could
benefit
from
through
your radio, but the radios of all
Editor
moving away
from individuals on your dorm room floor (it also
home. For you have not transmits to the floor beneath you).
truly experienced life until you eat Ramen
I would like to thank the 15 individuals
noodles for every meal, for an entire week. who lived in Springer Hall back in 1991,
I discovered this little delicacy after I who came to my door that fateful night to
realized once I paid rent, water, and elec- applaud my rendition of the Divinyls "I
tric bills, I had no money left for food (and Touch Myself.".
500 packs of Ramen noodles cost just
Always check the expiration date on
under 15 cents).
French onion dip. Some people have been
It is important to get involved in extra- known to eat half the container before real·

We have reached that time of the year again,
where the graduating seniors of Murray State say
goodbye to the carefree days of college, and prepare
themselves for life in the "real world."
There is so much to be said about staying, but each
one of you know you have to leave this part of our life
behind one day. Each one of you will make our mark
in life doing something you know in your hearts you
were born to do (or in some cases, what you will
make the most money at).
In some small way graduating is like the first day
of kindergarten. There is that overwhelming fear of
going to a place a thousand times larger than you,
and mom and dad can't come with you.
Do not be afraid of your venture into the unknown,
and look upon each step of your journey as a lesson
to be remembered and taught to another one day
Whenever the going gets tough, take time out to
look at everything you have accomplished so far in
your life, and continue to take those steps forward,
•• When you can, try to make a difference in someone's life and never turn your back on a person in
need.
If it is one thing college should teach you it should
be that everyone goes through the same trials in life,
and everyone needs someone to help them through
it.
For ~very good deed someone does for you, try to
return the favor by doing two good deeds for someone else.
When you do make your mark on the world, make
it a lasting one, and realize that the most important
teachers you have ever had were your parents,
whether that lesson they taught were good or bad.
A text book can only offer you knowledge for your
head, but the people in your life, and the people you
you knowled~e
for you
will meet one day; will·'."offer
•
II '>. ~;.l'H1'J I J
I
heart.
•
When it is all said and done, a piece of paper will
not be the source of your greatest joy. It is what you
do with that paper that will determine the joy your
life will have.
We are the next generation of doctors, lawyers,
writers, musicians, politicians, business leaders, and
bums. If we want the world to be a better place for
our children we must realize the future starts with
us.
We here at the Murray State News wish each of
you great success in you endeavors and would like to
leave you with a few lines from an unknown author:
"When you were born, you cried and the world
rejoiced. Live your life in such a way that when you
die, the world will cry and you will rejoice."
1
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izing it had gone bad. Ruffles just have a
way of making everything taste good, I
guess.
If there is one piece of advice I could give
those I am leaving behind it would be to
take a class taught by a very good looking
instructor.
You might not learn a whole lot, and its
hard to pay attention, but what the hell!
With this in mind I would also like to
thank the creator of roller blades, and
Dockers slacks for their contribution to the
entertainment of women everywhere.
Since I am running out of room on this
page, I am not able to share all that I have
learned, but I will tell you I will sincerely
miss my News family, especially Jonathan
and Mandy. Remember who taught you
everything you know-and try to remember
some things I taught you, too.
As for Murray State, all I can say is, bye.
Hope you enjoyed the $9,345, and now I
can look forward to paying the bank note
off for the next five years.
Now that I am about to embark on my
journey into the great unknown, I will
strive to right the wrongs of the world, help
those in need, look before I leap, be kind to
small animals, and above nil else-get a
date.

Senior's last address may leave
some mildly aroused, othefS mad
Here I am, a graduating
senior about to leave the great
metropolis (latin for "town
filled with idiot high school
kids") of Murray to pursue a
high-paying job for which I
,plan to be
grossly
In
underqualiMy
fied. Right
now I am
Opinion
considering
careers
in
loan shark·
ing,
talkshow host·
ing, and, of
course, pimping. It seems
CHAD
like only yesHOLDER
terday that I
was in junior
Graphics
Editor
high, spending the bet·
tcr part of an afternoon gawking at the budding body parts of
my female peers. Wait a
minute, maybe that was yesterday. But, I digress ...
I guess in my first and last
address to the student body of
Murray State, I should send
out a few goodbye's, say a few
thank-you's and offend as
many people as is humanly possible.
Let's begin with a few heart
felt goodbyes. I'd like to say my
first goodbye to the faculty here
at Murray State. Of course, I
would be remiss if I didn't men• tion a few of my favorites. First
of all, I'd like to thank Dr.
Haney for teaching me that it's
O.K. to say the f-word. I'm
proud to announce that I have
mastered it. I'd also like to
thank Dr. Dillon for acknowledging my status as a legend in
my own time. I can't forget to

world

thank Joe Hedges and Gill members of the administration
Welsch for laughing with me who admirably rule this
and not at me. I appreciate all University with an iron fist,
of your hard work and dedica- And, I certainly can't forget to
tion. To the rest of the faculty, I thank the elected SGA officers
extend
my
thanks
to who constantly remind us all
you...except
that
one that being in a figurehead posidisheveled guy who eats at the tion still looks pretty good on a
coffee shop every day looking resume. By the way, the stulike he woke up in a gutter for dents really are in favor of the
the sixth consecutive morning. Residential College system.
The opposition has been nothTo that guy, I don't like you.
I'd also like to say goodbye to ing more than a campus-wide
the staff here at The Murray conspiracy all along because it
State News. I know you guys is in our job description as miswill miss me because, simply guilied youth to be tl thorn in
put, I'm the coolest guy most of the side of authority whenever
you know. I will not miss the possible. Not that I am bitter.
work that I have done at The
Last but not least, rd like to
News as most of it was incredi- thank the many people who
bly mundane. What I will miss voiced their disapproval over
are all my colleagues at The that whole "My name is Dan''
News who tirelessly produce a thing. It was your continued
quality newspaper that few outrage that reminds us all
people actually read. Keep that some things are better left
working hard you guys. Some unsaid and that stupid people
of you will eventually be shouldn't breed.
rewarded with low-paying jobs,
I have an FBI file now thanks
but at least you will have your to you guys. I hope you're
journalistic integrity.
happy. But that, as they say, is
Goodbye to all of the workers history.
at the coffee shop who never
And, come to think of it, soon
re,member my name. I can't I too will be history. I have had
believe that I've spent some- an incredibly good time during
where near $200 there and my tenure at MSU. l wouldn't
they can't even remember my trade it for anything in the
name. But hey, the food there is world. My only hope as I leave
really good and getting to see these hallowed grounds is that
some of the kooks who frequent I have made an impression on
the joint is well worth the at least one person's life.
smoky atmosphere.
And, at very least, I can think
And, the last of my goodbyes of at least one person's life that
goes out to all of the guys at I have affected by doing noth·
1505 Main Street who taught ing more than being the nicest
me that fraternity is not all and funniest guy she's ever
about drinking games and going to meet. But, that's a
drunken girls. Most of it, but story for another time and
certainly not all.
another place.
Thanks
for
everything,
I'd also like to thank a few
people. I want to thank the Murray State. I'll miss you.

Thanks for
the memories
I want to thank all of the
students for coming to
Murray State. I would .also
like to express my appreciation to the faculty and staff.
You all have been so kind to
me during my 27 years here.
Some of you faculty members
have sent me to pick up
department supplies from
states such as Georgia, Ohio,
Washington D.C., and several towns in Kentucky. Thank
you for giving me those
opportunities to help you.
1 am thankful for l}lY GED
.-cl aJee..; my Gl>li
(Commercial
Driver's
License), which I, along with
several others, had to have. I
feel sure that it was the best
thing that ever happened.
It has been an honor for me
to work at Murray State
University. I have made a lot
of friends, and yes. I'm going
to miss each of you~special
ly my c~workers.
Jimmy Oakley and Mike
Dillon have been two wonde.riul bosses to work for, and
I've also enjoyed working
with Tim Pritchett and Mike
Finley. l would like to
express a special thatiks to
all of the secretaries at MSU.
To the members of the
Board of Regents, President
Kern Alexander, the vice
pr~idents, faculty and staff,
I pray that the good Lord wiU
continue to watch over you
as you continue your work at
Murray State.
Remember to ask not what
the Lord can do for you, but
ask what you can do for the
Lord.
Tommy Patterson
Murray
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Parting is such sweet sorrow
I'd like to thank all the people who supported me this semester in all that I've
done: which is nobody but myself. Just
kidding, really I'd like to
thank all the women
who took my article on
''Why
women
are
unbearable" the correct
way, as a joke. I would
also like to thank all the
guys in the newsroom
for giving me sugges·
tions for the article.
1 would also like to
thank
Joe Hedges,
adviser here at the
Murray State News, for
BRIAN
forgetting to acknowl·
SMITH
edge me at the JMC ban·
Assistant Sports
quet as a graduating
Edilor
senior and a vital mem·
bcr of the news staff.
Thanks Joe for all the support.
I have had so much fun at the Murray
State News. Dorr, thanks for getting my

stories edited on time and the education in Also all the other people I forgot to say.
I want to thnnk Dr. John DilJon for being
basketball. CD, thanks for taking my seat
one
of the best teachers I've ever had und
every week, get your own chair. Campbell,
the
teacher who I have had the most fun
a.k.a sticky fingers, thanks for the CD's
with
in my college career.
and calling me at 2:30 in the morning sayTo
Dr. Haney, 1 would like to say that
ing let's get drunk. Holder, thanks for
your
great lecture on that "four letter
being the legend that you are and always
word"
will be forever stuck in my mind and
will be. Solley, thanks for the great Web
Michigan
is better than Michigan State in
page, man, and for teaching me how to play
anything.
guts, the money really helped. I would also
I would also like to say "hi" to my
like to thank Tom for all the great parties
favorite
RA Scott Wright, thanks for being
he threw this semester and the Bob and
a
St.
Louis
Cardinal fan.
Tom CO's.
I would also like to give a big shout out to
I would also like to say "Hellon to Joe
Jackson, the greatest TV reporter who ever all the women who turned me down for
dates this semester, someone else took
walked the earth, you are the man.
I want to give a shout out to Nicole, your place. Also I would like to say "hello"
Tonya, thanks for hooking me up with to Sarah Balduf for returning my messages
Jane, and Mike Wells, you arc the mini- no matter what time it was.
What I'm going to miss most about
masters champ. I also want to say "hi" to
Terri, thanks for LBL trip and remember Murray though is all the friends and good
times that I have made in my three years
SPIT is good.
I'd like to say what's up to Adam a.k.a. here. I've hnd some good times and bad
"Gaudy", Sam Greer, the greatest football times, but in the end remember alwnys
player I ever met, see ya in the pros man. BUSES, BUSES, BUSES!
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The times, they are a-changin'
Sommerville outlines goals and plans for student government
BY SCOTT NANNEY
SENIOR STAFF WRIT£R

Derrick Sommerville bas a simple
philosophy, "ff it ain't broke, don't fix
it."
The main focus of the Student
Government Association's presidentelect is to maintain the positive
aspects of the organization while
preparing succeed current president
Brum Kassing.
"The first plan is to continue those
things that are working right and to
continue the daily operations of this
organization," Sommerville said.
"Too often, I think people say okay
we're going to do this, this and this.

But really, the first thing you have to
do is to continue to make SGA run
effectively."
Sommerville will be joined by vice
president Meredith Major, secretary
Heather Hawkins and treasurer Todd
Earwood as SGA executive officers for
the 1996-97 school year.
"1 think collectively, our aoaJs are to
t>
continue to work toward increasing
communications, participation and
retention," be said.
''I think we need to give students the
feeling that their voices are heard in
the circles they need to be heard in."
A major transition for the student
body will be the University's new
Residential CoHege system, scheduled

to be implemented for the fall semester.
"One thing we will do is to continue
to work with the Residential Colleges
and make sure that that transition is
a smooth one," Sommerville said.
"The Residential Colleges, 1 think,
· t 0 re d efime this ent'Jre camare gomg
Th
1
·
to d fi
pus.
ey are a so gomg
re e me
the role of student government. It's
going to be our job to make sure that
transition occurs with the well-being
of the students."
Ano th er d eve1opment hin
· ges on th e
completion of the Regional Special
Events Center because of its potential
to bring in extra programming and

student participation, Sommerville
said. With money lost from failed concert attempts during the past year ,
Sommerville sees this as an area
whic~ needs major improvement.
"It has to be a major goal for SGA,"
Sommerville said.
"We lose money every time that happens. As a result, we'£·e going to be
operating with lesser funds next year.
And everybody's going to feel that
with regards to programming.
"But what's important to note is that
there are two sides of the fence. We
can only try so hard.
"If people aren't willing to actually
participate, then our efforts are put to

iJJ use. However, if people are willing
to come and support these events, I
think that it in will have a positive
affect on programming for next year,"
he said.
Entering
his
new
position,
Sommerville said one of his goals is to
leave the presidents office in better
shape than he found it when his term
is up at the end of next year.
"A aJ f · · 't'all · t b bl
go o mme 1m 1 y ts o e a e
to say to myself that SGA served its
purpose an d was en h ance d th'as year."
h e sat'd.
"I'd lik
· e to see t he stud ent body rea1·
ly feel a part of the student government, because they are the student
government."

Residential Colleges Faculty Resource Center modified
controlled like New Faculty initial uses.
"upgrade" of services.
"This
action
will
only
Orientations,
advising training
Many of the workers from the
ready for fall term .
strengthen the University an,d for faculty, GTA Orientations FRC are moving into new posiBY CHRIS CAMPBELL

STAff W RITEit

B Y AMY PONDER
MANAGING Eorro•

A residential c.ollegt:: .s ystem, which some felt MSU students
were being railroaded into last spring after the concept was
first introduced, wm be arriving on traCk with the fall semester.
University officials originally intended a fall 1995 implementation, but concerned students and administrators were
able to delay the arrival, as details were ironed out this year.
Don Robertson. vice president of student affairs, said be
feels the year has been used well to position tbe univenity for
the fall implementation.
"It was the right decision to wait a year ," Roberts.on said.
"We needed the full year of transition to answer questions and
work out a structure. If we hadn't waited I think we would
have made a lot of mistakes."
Students and local citizens were successful in influencing
the University's decision :to provide an oppQrtunity for linglesex living near the middle of the spring semester. ',l'his means'
that seven residential colleges will be made up of eight balls in
the fall.
In addition, faculty heads, senior student affairs faculty,
student executive boards consisting of a president, a vice president and two members at large, were elected within each college. Student athletic directors for each college were Selected,
and elections for college senators-at-large will be condu.cted in
the fall semester.
The Residence Hall Association was recently renamed the
Residential College Association. Elected officers for the fall
include Jennifer Myers, president, Christy Sivia, vice president of programming, Aimee Berliner, vice president of administration, and Jason Sykes, Each residence hall also voted on
a representative who will serve as a link between the internal
governance and the Student Government Association,
A lottery system placed students in their respective colleges
earlier this month and sign-ups for room change~ 81'8
still being taken in the housing office.

In a plan to continue to incorporate the faculty into the
workings of the University system, the Faculty Resource
Center is getting a face lift.
Many of the positions and
services the Center once provided are going to be relocated
in what Jim Booth, provost and
vice president of academic and
student affairs, calls an

its abilities to help faculty with
their needs," he said.
Since no services are going to
be eliminated, it was not a
move to cut funds or save
money. The reorganization,
according to Booth, will only
assist
in
meeting
the
University's needs in a more
centralized way.
Services the center originally

LET THE SUN SHINE IN

CHRIS CAMPBELl
STAfF WRITER

Changes can affect one's outlook on life. But then again, so
can a stiff Long Island Ice Tea.
Many changes are being
enacted on campus for next
year, but in our opinion, they
are cosmetic at best.
For instance: Winslow cafeteria is being renovated big time.
Does this
mean you
won't have
to make a 1
·

port. Money donations can be
sent to us at the News.)
One more innovation that
will never occur: interesting
lecturers. More rare than buying a new fraternity house, a
teacher who can keep you
awake is a joy forever.
Unfortunately, we all know
most teachers are more effective for insomnia than counting
sheep. (Insert your own Dr.
Duncan joke here.)
We here at the News are not
immune
to change.
This here
1· commen-

COMMENTARY

~~~

can half an hour after eating?
We don't think so.
Of course, there's RSEC.
Then agam, maybe not.
After spending roughly the
national debt on building this
monstrosity, a crack has
brought the construction to a
screeching halt. Which only
goes to show that construction
workers have more than one
kind of crack to worry about,
not to mention the plumbers.
So now, all we have is a huge
shell of a building, wires
extendmg straight up into the
air. It mostly resembles Don
King's hair.
There are some things on
campus that just won't ever
change. No matter what you
do, they endure, much like our
Mecca, the Campus Coffee
Shop. (An inside joke for those
who read us last week. H you
did. thank you for your sup.

~

~

Campbell's last stand. He's
leaving, going to that school in
Lexington. You know the one ...
that preschool for "special" children. We'll miss him, sort of.
Not that we're bitter or anything. We don't mind that those
lk$@&* are stealing him away.
Change can be a good thing,
too. C.D., a loyal employee, is
staying and taking over the
Viewpoint Page. It should be
fun , until I start getting letters
from those nuts who are always
writing us. Hey guys, tf you're
reading this, keep 'em coming.
Anyway, the main thrust of
this was supposed to. be that
the more things change, the
more they stay the same.
However, we got off on a tangent somewhere along the way
and lost sight of the point.
Well, it's good to know not
everything changes. Just the
way we like it. Buh-bye.

Residence Halls to
receive renovations
vated later.
Robertson said Hart Hall
may be the next major project.
To improve living condi- after work on the low-rise
tions for students, MSU is halls is completed.
reconstructing its residence
"Hart could have major guthalls
ting," Robertson said. "We
Ed West, director of facili- will look and see what buildties management, said reno- ings are in good shape." West
vation plans for
said
the
the residence
high-rise
halls
will " Tentatively, we have
h a 1 I s
involve build(Regents
plans to tear down
ing and reconand White)
struction.
and replace the four are in good
"Tentatively,
shape and
low-rise dorms
we have plans
may only
to tear down
be remodand replace the
eled.
four low-rise
H
e
Ed West
dorms (Clark,
said
the
Ric h mond,
remodeled
Franklin and
halls will have changes in
Springer),• he said.
facilities, including a possibil"Those buildings do not ity of food services within
lend themselves to renova- each hall.
tion. The most economical "Dining facilities within each
thing would be to tear them residential college is the ideal
down and start over."
thing you would want," he
"I believe we r equested said.
Clark Hall first; start with
West said renovations on
Clark and go ar ound the cir- the residence halls will not
cle," he said.
begin until the next budget is
Don Robertson, vice presi- passed with allowances for
dent of student affairs, said the cost of renovation.
the low-rise halls are in the
"It certainly won't be this
worst shape of any of the biennium, this year or next;
halls and will most likely be none of that was approved in
renovated first. The other this budget. It will be at least
halls will be replaced or reno- two years."
BY REBECCA DOUTT

STAff WRrTER

'

change waste of tin1e
B Y C.D . B RADLEY

tions around the University as
well. FRC Director Marian
Posey and the secretary Rita
Elkins will join Fugen Muscio
(Institutional Research), in a
new office for planning and
research, which will be directed
by Posey. This unit will report
to the president of the
University and will assist the
provost.

Under Construction

News writers think
STAff WRIUR ANO

and Training, pedagogical
workshops and seminars, and
the resource library will be
headed up by other departments or organizations which
are better suited for the task.
The FRC will function mainly
as a media service to the faculty. Photography, image scanning, multimedia support,
equipment check-out will be its

Andy lee/Staff
Sunshine filters through the fram ewo rk of the entranceway
of t he Fine Arts Annex. Re novations of t he fire damaged
annex will be complete by the fall sem ester.

Woods Hall ready for students in '97
Bv REBECCA D OUTT
STAff W RITER

During recent discussion about the residential college system, the question has
arisen: what's up with Woods Hall?
Ed West, director of facilities management, said the design plans for the Woods
Hall renovation have been sent out, and
bids are expected soon. Bids will be
opened around May 23.
"Assuming the bids come in within the
budget, they'll begin work around the
first of July," West said. "It's scheduled to
be finished in August or July, 1997. It'll
take about a year.''
West said the building will be renovated into several units that will allow more
community living.
"ll will be broken into units that will
house between six and ten people," West
said. "It's three, four, five bedrooms with
a living area, kitchen and bathroom."

Tom Denton, director of accounting and live in the renovated Woods Hall.
"The first priority would be to transfer
finance, said the Woods Hall project is
under a bond issue of more than $6 mil- the entire college, to keep the college
lion, $5,737,350 of which is appropriated intact," Robertson said. The students in
the next hall to be renovated would be
for Woods Hall.
Don Robertson, associate vice president moved into Woods Hall during the year(s)
of student affairs, said the actual con- of the renovation.
struction on Woods has been delayed one
Paula Hulick, director of housing, said
semester by setbacks in the designing each suite will have a common area, a
bathroom, and a small kitchen. The bathand bidding process.
"We had to get the architectural design room will have toilet and shower stalls,
finalized and adjust plans to make sure the number of which will depend on the
we were in the budget," Robertson said. number of bedrooms. The kitchen will
"It's a lengthy process to get the final have a full sink, a full-size refrigerator,
and a microwave, but no stove.
design, getting bids and bonds.
"The goal is, as Woods goes up, another
Robert..c;on said other residence halls
hall goes down and we begin renovation may later be renovated or .rebuilt using a
on it," he said. "By the time we do ten model similar to Woods.
buildings, it may be time to go in and not
"The Woods model is the ideal building
design," he said. "Woods lends itself to
renovate but do some minor changes."
Robertson said the implementation of that type of community arrangement.
the residential college system will affect Whatever we do, we want to move in that
the determination of which students will direction."
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.Outstanding seniors named
Richerson, Walker to address graduates
STAFF REPORT
Richerson holds a cumulative 3.56 grade!
point average.
Sharing a few last memories and words
t of wisdom with their fellow graduates at
: Saturday's Commencement, will be Mark
t Walker and Tricia Richerson, who were
, named the Outstanding Senior Man and
I Woman at Tuesday's Senior Breakfast.
Walker is the son of Norman and
Maurette Walker of Toronto, Ontario
, Canada. He graduated with a bachelor of
science degree in management in
December with a 3.82 cumulative gradepoint average.
Throughout his four years at Murray
State, Walker was a member of the
Thoroughbreds varsity baseball team. He
said a full baseball scholarship brought
'ihim to Murray State.
I In addition to athletics, Walker served as
fundraising chairman for AJpha Sigma Phi
social fraternity.
1 He was secretary/treasurer of the
Management and Marketing Club and
held membership in the International
Student Organization and Phi Eta Sigma
and Beta Gamma Sigma national honor
societies.
• Walker, who has been named
Outstanding Senior in Management, has
fllso been named to the Ohio Valley
Conference Commissioner's Honor Roll.
He is currently working on an MBA at
Murray State in order to pursue a career in
management consulting.
"Overall, I've had a very positive experience at the University. It has been a great
b~nefit to me coming lo Murray State in
terms of athletics and Greek life," he said.
tr.Jl value the friendships I've made and
the people I've come in contact with."
' Richerson, daughter of Dr. Ginny
Richerson of Murray and Jim Richerson of
JHarrisburg, Ill. 1 will graduate with a bachelor of science degree in political science.

I
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Having served for two years as a
Summer Orientation counselor, Richerson
has demonstrated a strong leadership role
in student recruitment and retention at
Murray State.
For her leadership achievements, she
was honored as Summer '"0" Counselor of
the Year. In addition, she was named the
1995 Outstanding Orientation Leader for
the Southeast Region.
Richerson said involvement in co-currieular activities led her to choose to pursue a
career in student affairs.
"I want to help students have a successful education like I've had," she said.
"My co-curricular experience through
activities such as Summer Orientation,
Student
Ambassadors,
Student
Government and my social sorority will
make me remember what Murray State
has brought to me."
Following graduation, Richerson will
enroll in the student affairs administration
· program at Appalachian State University
in Boone, N.C. After receiving her master's
degree, she plans to pursue a doctoral
degree and would like to serve as a vice
president of student affairs.
In addition to her involvement in
Summer "0," Richerson has held a strong
leadership role in Greek organizations.
As a member of Alpha Sigma AJpha
sorority, she has ~:;erved as vice president
and rush chairperson.
She has also been secretary and treasurer of Order of Omega, and a member of the
A11-Grcek Council. Her leadership roles
have included vice president of the Student
Ambassadors,
Student
Leadership
Development Board and Pi Sigma Alpha
Political Science Honor Society; and secretary and treasurer ofthe Circle of Omicron
Delta Kappa Honor Society.

Pick-up

..

Students upset by lax enforcement
BY M ANDY W OLF
Coma LIR EDITOR

Courtesy MSU News Bureau

Tricia Richerson and Mark Walker will
speak at commence ment as Outstanding
Senior Han and Woman.

Richerson has also been involved in the
Student Alumni Association, Student
Government Association, University
Center Board, women's golf team, Phi Beta
Lambda and Alpha Chi national honor
societies.
In 1995 she was honored as the recipient
of
the
Distinguished
Professor
Scholarship.
Both students were members of Alpha
Lambda Delta and Gamma Beta Phi
national honor societies, and have been
named to the dean's list and Who's Who
Among Students in American Universities
and Colleges.
The students were selected from a pool of
applicants who have been named to Who's
Who Among Students in American
Universities and Colleges.

During the last week of classes as many students strUggle to
study for finals and finish projects and papers, oihers are
required to take exams and early finals despite a University
policy prohibiting them.
Jim Booth, provost and .vice president of academic aft'aira,
said his office releases a memorandum to all faeulty asking
them not to schedule tests or give early finals. He said the
University has a strict policy regarding "dead week.•
"There are to be no tests given the last week of school; Booth
said. "Yet it is violated and cannot be tolerated."
Booth said he has not received as many complaints about
dead week this semester as com pared to previous semesters,
but said it ia a problem for students who are forced to study for
two tests in one class.
Many of the complaints Booth receives concern profeaaora
who give make-up exams after students missed previous ones.
"They are not to be confused with regular tests,• Booth said.
Make-up exams can be given during the last week of school.
U a professor violates the University's policy, the dean a:.nd
department chair .are notified. They look into the accuation
and take appropriate measures to coJTect the situation.
Next semester, Booth said he will go to the Faculty Senate
and the Academic Council to try to enforce t he dead week.
This policy is not helping some students who are struggln.g
to finish the semester.
Sarah Wynn, freshman from Eddyville, had three exams and
a quiz this week. She also has three finals on Monday, despite
previous tests.
•n•s made me 10 times more stressed out,• she said. "' can't
even start studYing for finals. There's no way I can do my full
potential on my exams."
Brad $ears, sophomore from Ledbetter, had to take a lab
final early this week, but it did not bother him to do it.
"'knew about it for a while, and J knew most of the material
for it."
Tiffany Hale, junior from Providence, said the dead week can
only help studentll.
"I believe it should be enforced because they expect us to do
well on finals and they should give us a couple of weeks to
study."

Delivery

SAME DAY SERVICE
753·7117 *
COP.J.PIUS

Lambda Chi Alpha
•

Dead week exists as
policy, not reality

would like to congratulate its
Spring 1996 New Men1bers

Congratulations to Sigma Sigma Sigma
~ VOLLEYBASH winners!
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The sisters of SIGMA SIGMA SIGMA
proudly announces its
1996·91 OFFICERS AND
PRESIDENT
VICE PRESIDENT
TREASURER
SECRETARY

MUSIC
PARENTS ASIIO~C~~'I
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PUBLIC
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SPECIAL EVENTS
SPIRIT
SUNSHINE
TRIANGLE CORRESPONDENT
VOLLEYBASH

Travis Harper

orneHus
Felts
.........a.a.aa Kouklan
Stephanie McElya
Amy Elliot
Leigh Anne Wooley
Melissa Beckham
Amy Roth
Crystal Johnson
Jaime Gibson
Shelly Williams
Wendy Mays
Susan Griffin
Kori Moynahan

John Young
CONGRATULATIONSII We know You'll do a greatjobll
SIGMA LOVE., your sisters
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Jones competes for title

MIRROR IMAGE

StAFf lltEPOCT

Scott Nanney/Staff

Chad Schott, senior from She lbyville, throws a pot
Wednesday afternoon In the Applied Scien ce building.

Have asafe and fun Summer!
Come out to the

Exam Cram
before finals
Saturday, May 4 from 8 p.m. to 6 a.m.
& Sunday, May 5 from 8 p.m. to 6 a.m.
1st floor Curris Center
& Long John Silvers.

Kendra J ones has been cho.
sen to represent Murray State
in the 65th annual Kentucky
Mountain Laurel Festival May
23-26 in Pineville.
Jones is a senior advertising
major from Slaughters. She is
the daughter of Michael and
Glenda Townsend.
The Kentucky Mountain
Laurel Festival is Kentucky's
Courtesy o( KMLF
oldest celebration and a unique Kendra jones will represe nt
at
the
Kentucky
event of charm, grace and MSU
beauty. It was created in 1931 Mountain Laurel Festival.
MSU
at
the
by Annie Walker Burns as a represent
way to honor her ancestor Dr. Mountain Laurel FestivaJ.
Thomas Walker, the first white
Last year,
Jennifer
man to enter Kentucky.
Langford, senior from South
College students from around Fulton, Tenn., was crowned
t he state travel to Pineville Mountain Laurel Queen.
each year to take part in the
The festiva l is a cooperative
fest ival.
effort among the people within
J ones was crowned Murray the Bell County communities.
State Homecoming Queen last Adults and children alike work
October, which qualified her to together to beautify downtown

Racer Card
Services
now available at

--j
p.m. J

9

closing
7 days a week
and

Sponsored by

POCKETS
open 24 hours a day
unrestricted

You may
qualify for a

$5,000
FriCiay. May 3 at ~ll House
from II p.m.- 2 a.m.
Doors open at I 0 p .m.
S2 cover with MSU ID

Have Fun Dave!

SATURDAY 10 a.m. - 8 p.m. SUNDAY 10 a.m. · 6
*READINGS "BOOTHS
*DEMONSTRATIONS
*KIRLIAN PHOTOGRAPHY
*IRIDOLOGY *DOOR PRIZES

p.m.

Pegasus Production Fair

Just.Eor
sen1or
Are you looking for a job
that pays well? Here are the
facts. Only nine percent of
the wo rk force bold advanced
degrees (masters and above).
But those people b()ld 36 percent
$100,000 per year.
If the amount of money you can earn makes a
difference to you, consider staying in college. An
advanced degree can make a big ditTerence in your
future earning power.
To find out more about graduate study at Murray
State University, contact your advisor.

Do it for your future.

......

1-800-423-USAF.

•·->=
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Health Professions

Seniors
Consider This

2.

Good Luck
Kendra!

Contact an Air Force health
professions recruiter near you
for more infonnation. Or call

on

Greater flexibility and more rapid
career advancement..
A higher beginning salary that remains
with you throughout your careers.

Rnal agenda not yet complete

call 762-3779

bonus with
Air Force nursing!

1.

The Approval of the
1996-1997 budget

MAY 4 -5 EXECUTIVE INN
PADUCAH, KY

A

Free popcorn, soft drinks, chips & snacks.
Door prizes will be awarded to those in attendance during
Finals Week.

Only 9 percent of the ~orkforce hold
advanced degrees.
2.
But they account for 36 percent of the
positions paying more than $100,000
per year!
Join the growing number of students entering a
graduate study at Murray State. Give yourself a
better opportunity for:

The Munay State Board of
Regents monthly meeting will
be held:
Friday, May 17. 1:30 p.m.
Committee meetings are slated
for that morning.
Main issue:

Free Lectures Every Half Hou r with $5 Admission

Oet:i~tt<tiftJ 7k_ ft,.Ar.d f1N(I 1

1.

Pineville for the celebration.
Country music artist Ty
England will provide entertainment for the opening of the festival on May 23. England's
most popular hit is "Should've
Asked Her Faster." He is also •
well·known as a sideman for
Garth Brooks. He signed his
first solo contract in 1994.
A parade, antique car show
and Governor's lunch eon precede the pageant on Saturday
afternoon. The parade is made
up of floats created by the peo.
ple of the community.
The coronation ceremony will
be held in Laurel Cove, a nat·
ural outdoor amphitheater in
Pine Mountain State Resort
Park.
The contestants, dressed in
flowing white dresses, are presented to Governor Paul Patton
and the judges.
The new Mountain Laurel
Queen is crowned with a bouquet of mountain laurels.

Regents ready
for May meeting

Julie Boram
Kim Brockwell
Tiffany Cole
Kris Crighton
Christy Dowell
Nicole Essner

•

Emily Forbes
Amanda Haynes
Alison Hill
Gwen Hughes
Sandy Stone
Amy Warden

&
Anne Cowherd
Phi Mu Alpha Sweetheart

•

Love,
your sisters in AOII
:

z-

Cory Alexander
Mike Fulkerson
Drew Graeter
Chris Heath
Jeff Johnson
Chris Kindred
Greg Miller
Mike Ramage

Scott Stone
Tim Tooley
Ryan Wagner
Phil Williams

.I

JS

I

Thoroughbred racing is an
Inte nse sport for the horses as
w e ll as the spectators.
Emotions run high and many
tim es the agony of defeat prevails. (left)
For some, the excltment of
the race is not merely
e no ugh. The Intense thrill of
victory is second only to earn·
ings from wagers. (below)

DANNY

l.

VOWELL

PHOTO EDITOtt

Majestically, they reach out to
touch the early dawn sky. As
mor ning unfolds around them
they seem to want to speak, to
share their many stories. They
are the twin spires of Churchill
Downs.
No other track, in the history of
thoroughbred racing, is as rich in
history and tradition as the
Louisville track.
The Louisville Jockey Club,
fou nded in 1874 by Col. M. Lewis
was located on land
Clark,
acquired from John and Henry
Churchill.
This would become the sight of
the first Kentucky Derby, which
was held on May 17, 1875. The
name Churchill Downs would be
given in 1888.

..

..

It takes a combine d effo rt on the part of owners, trainers, Jockles, and even the horses, to create
the kind of atmosphere that exists at Churchill Downs. Many times a special bond develops
between a horse and the individuals t hat care for it. (above)
After the e nd of e ach race, e ach horse receives meticulous ca re. lcewater is applied to the Joints in
o rder to keep them fro m swe lling. (right)

I•

....

Chur chill Downs Is not all
a bo ut pe ople a nd horses.
The re are m any ove rlo oked
d etails t hat must be taken into
conside ratio n. Without such
mundane Items as saddles, the
excltment of the race would
neve r be. (right)

On May 6, 1895, history was
again recorded at the Downs,
when the Derby crowd was greeted by what would become an
endearing symbol to race fans
throughout the world - t he twin
spires.
The spires have many tales to
tell of great Derby champions,
· but there a re many other stories
as well.
They have born witness to such
events as steeplechase meets and
the Kentucky State Fair. If you
listen closely, the sounds of John
Philip Sousa's music still echo
throughout the grandstand.
However, the most memorable
stories of all center around the
first leg of the Triple Crown the Kentucky Derby, where
names such as War Admiral,
Whirlaway and Secretariat were
immortalized at the Downs .

Not only do the spires hold
tales of horses, but also of people.
Mrs. Kingsley Walker created the
rose garland that adorns each
year's Derby winner in 1931;
George Louis Graff designed the
p resent-day Derby t rophy. In
doing so, each contributed to the:
rich tradition that is the Downs.
The spires have born witness to
countless others who have left.
their mark in far more obscure
ways.
The black smiths, the trainers,
owners and the track employees
have all contributed to the her·
itage that has become Churchill
Downs.
As you prepare for the 122nd
Kentucky Derby, pause for a
moment to reflect upon the history of the track. Somewhere, above
the thunder of hooves, the spires
are telling their story.

...
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Wunderlich said she would
like to see the students have
more say in University policies.
J Heavy footsteps on wood echo . "It seems lately they've just
1 'across the Quadrangle. A flash been springing things on us,"
bulb from the crowd pops at a she said. "Like the residential
bright smile, as hands tightly colleges."
hold a piece of paper tied with a
Jarrod Pyles, broadcast jourribbon.
A
child
cries
as
her
nalism
JDBjor from Nortonville,
'
mother finally walks across the said his stay at the University
's t a g e ,
has
been
'dressed
in "
socially excelblack
and
lent and said
I~ do some things
he
has
white.
Se nior s
different, but I~ do it received an
~ may
have
adequate edu~:. walked the
all over again.
cation.
~: q_uad
thourm going to
sands
of
"
go to film
; times, but on
school or work
Sa t ur day,
for an enterMay 11, they
Larry Hale tainment comwill take the
pany," Pyles
~ most imporsaid.
tant of all
Pyles said one of the things
walks. They will graduate.
he has enjoyed most about the
This years "Commencement campus is its relatively small
on the Green" graduation will population.
begin at 9:05 a.m. in the quad
"You go to classes and paror in Racer Arena in case of ties, and you kind of know
inclement weather.
everybody," Pyles said.
It is the second time graduaPyles said it is important for
tion is being held in the quad. students to enjoy their time in
Seating is on a first come, first college.
-aerv~ basil.
-vou've Ft to ltve.~'t,be:iaid.
reception will follow the "You're in school to get an edu•..-: eeremony under the Lovett cation, but you've also got to
Auditorium tent.
eJ\joy it, get out and have fun."
For many, graduation will be
Pyles said he has also
learned a more powerful leea time of growth and rebirth.
For others, it will be a time son.
for remembering friends, good
"Be humble," he said.
times and bad times.
"Nobody's any better than anyFor all, however, it will be body else."
.
one of the most memorable
Larry Hale, biology and pretimes in their lives.
optometry major from Danville,
T.J. Wunderlich, public rela- said he has gained a valuable
tions m~or from Dexter, Mo., education outside of the classcame to the University in the room.
fall of 1992.
"This has made me grow up
Wunderlich said the beat as a person: Hale said. "It's
part of college life was joining a changed my perspective on a
• sorority and the Greek system. lot of things." ·
Hale said life at MSU has
"My sorority's made me more
outgoiri.g than I was," she said. made him more open-minded
As a student in the Joum- and understanding.
alism/ Mass Communications
He said the key to making it
department, Wunderlich said through college is budgeting
she found the faculty and staff time and maintaining a good
to be helpful and personal.
system of organization.
"They always speak to you on
"I'd do some things diffen:nt,
, a one-to-one basis," she said.
but I'd do it all over again."
MANDY
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jason Barnett, senior from Owensboro, aazes Into his upcoming future. Barnett will graduate Saturday, May II.

All the hassle ...
Senior recalls fond memories of MSU after 7 years as a student

Green
Crimson
Maize
Pink
Apricot
Citron

Copper
Silver

Drab

.. .

If you see an
Delta Sigma Phi, Tau Kappa Epsilon
ambulance
pull
up
to
and
Kappa Alpha were all still active
In
the quad during grad- members of the fraternity system,
My
uation, do not be Alpha Phi was still an active sorority.
Opinion
alarmed. It is proba- Sigma Tau Gamma, Alpha Sigma Phi
bly there to pick up a and Theta Chi Delta ( later renamed
few of my former Phi Sigma Sigma) had not even been
teachers who will be heard of yet. Not only could you smoke
in midst of heart in the buildings on campus, you could
attacks after hearing smoke in class (and I did), the football
my name called.
team was in the midst of a horrendous
Mter
seven losing streak and fraternities still had
years, hundreds of parties at which they sold alcohol.
TOM
skipped classes and
Like every other freshman , I assumed
KIMMEL
an uncountable num- I would be out in four years. But, as the
Guest
ber of cases of beer, I saying goes, "Life is what happens while
Commentator
will be graduating you are making other plans." Somehow,
I lost my way and took an alternate
next weekend.
When I enrolled at Murray State in path.
the fall of 1989, Kayla Stroup was the
I've had three different majors and
University president, Woods Hall was three different minors. I took three (l
the only co-ed dorm, we still had meal guess it's my magic number) semesters
tickets, (the cafeteria worker would lit- ofT, went part-time for a few semesters
erally punch a hole in your ticket to and spent a semester in an alcohol
show that you had eaten), the carillon induced coma. It was not very conduc~
did not work and the Martha Layne tive to a high GPA, but it was fun - At
Collins Center for Industry and least I think it was, my memory is a bit
Technology was still a baseball field.
cloudy for that period of time.

..

~

I guess it is only natural that as graduation gets closer the memories I have
collected should come to the surface.
And, being the wonderful, giving person
that I am, I thought I would share some
of my most memorable moments while
on this campus with anyone crazy
enough to read this commentary.
Most Fun Memory: Censored, but it
was fun.
Strangest Memory: Walking across
campus from the Alpha Delta Pi house
during their 500 week with our coaches.
My fraternity brothers and I were
drinking beer and singing, "Oh, there's

1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10-11-12-13-1415-16-17- 18 wheels on a big rig."- I
guess you just had to be there.
Most Discouraging Memory:
Going into a teacher's office (you know
who you are) before class one day. She
said, "You look tired." I said, "I am,"
and then she said, "Well, why don't you
go on home and go to bed because you
don't need to bother coming back.,.
Proudest Memory: It hasn't happened yet. I don't think anything will
be able to top graduation. Everyone,

including me, doubted I would ever finish school.
Favorite Memory: I would have to
say my pledge induction. lt was the
first time I truly felt at home here.
Biggest Regret: Not really sure I
have any. There are a few things I
might have done differently, hut I do not
really regret anything. I made a lot of
friends, had a good time and learned
more about life than they could have
ever taught me in a class room.
The Legacy: I actually had a teachet
begin an attendance policy because of
me. Don't believe me? Ask a mid to
upper-level journalism major about
Ann Landini's Tom Kimmel Memorial
Attendance Policy.
As I put on my cap and gown to
receive my blank piece of paper in a ribbon and prepare myself to enter the
"real" world of mortgages, car payments, health insurance, being at work
at Oh My God O'Clock every morning
and owing the federal government on
April 15, I'm s ure that only one thought
will be crossing my mind.
"Graduate School!"

l lj
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BSU, students join forces

What a drag

for New Day in community

Professors swallow pride to fundraise for AH

needed done. The BSU received
applications for approximately
STAFF WRITER
23 projects.
On April27, over 220 Murray
Kirkpatrick, and a committee
State students volunteered working under her, then sent
their time to take part in the out applications to campus
first New Day Service Project.
groups asking them to send
This project was organized back an application if they
and sponsored by the Baptist were interested in participatStudent Union. The idea was ing. The groups were given the
brought to MSU's Shannon opportunity to say what kind of
Kirkpatrick, a graduate of work they would like to do, and
Baylor University who is work- how many people they would
ing as an intern at the BSU.
have working so they could be
"I graduated from Baylor and matched up with the project
we did a similar program there that would be best for them.
called 'Stepping Out,"' said The BSU received applications
Kirkpatrick. "Both schools are from 13 groups indicating their
about the same size and are interest.
pretty similar, so I thought it
The project was done with a
would work well here."
minimal amount of expense,
The project coordinators according to Kirkpatrick.
began planning the event in
"We only had to buy a few
January. Using letters and pieces of equipment that we
paperwork sent from Baylor couldn't get donated and then
University the BSU sent out we spent a small amount on
letters to community service postage, copying and advertis- .
and not-for-profit organizations ing," Kirkpatrick said.
in the local area asking them to
The program coordinators
send back an application if they feel the program went so well
had any service work that they that they plan to make it an

AssiSTANT COllfGf LifE EotTol

Bv SARAH

WIGHT

~~

annual event, held in the
spring each year·.
"Hopefully this allowed the
students a chance to give back
to the community of Murray,"
said Kirkpatrick. "I hope it
helped bridge a gap between
the community and the
University. We had a lot of positive feed back and comments
from both students and the
organizations they helped."
Springer Hall Council was
one of the participating groups
that praised this project.
"It was going to be a campus
wide event and we really wanted to get involved in it and help
out where we were needed in
the community," said Aimee
Berliner, president of Springer
Hall Council.
The Springer Hall Council
played bingo and passed out ice
and water to the residents of
Westview Nursing Home.
Berliner said she was very
pleased with the outcome of
this year's project and has
plans to do another one next
year.

BY SlONE H UTCHISON
How much money does
it take to make a professor dress in drag and do
the hula? Apparently,
$1.250.
Professors Roger Weis,
Vernon Gantt and Corky
Broughton braved the
rain to put on quite a
show in front of Carr
Health Monday.
Weis,
Gantt
and
Broughton dressed as the
Hoffenheimer sisters to
perform the song •side by
Side."
The three donned everything from lonr black wigs
Bernard Kane/ Guest
to heels and hose as part
of an agrQement between W eis, Broupton and Gantt show fashion fla&r In front of Carr
Heath on Monday. The trio lundrialsed for AmeriCan Humanlcs.
professors and students.
The professors~ to
either kiss a pig or dress as the Hoffenheimer ters won by a large margin.
sisters if the students raised at least $1,250.
The fundraiser brought in over $2,0QQ tor
Students raised money by charging· people the scholarship fund.
$1 to vote for one of the two forma of public
The American Humanica scholar.shipa 88
humiliation the students could vote 88 many awarded to students who qu~ by iii'8A
times 88 they wanted. The Hoffenhei.mer sis- point average, service and need.
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Freedo m Fest Spring City-Wide
Yard Sale

ST~"TE -u~I~ER..SITY

Washers still

75¢

Saturday, May 4 7 a.m. · 3 p.m.
100 +yard sales all over town!

~aps with sites of yard sales and descriptions of items to be sold are

ongratulations!

:JVatlable for $1 in the Murray Tourism Commission office at
the Commerce Center, 805 N. 12th St. on
May 3 from 8:30a.m.- 4:30p.m. and on May4 from 6 a.m. ·12 p.m.
for more infromation, call 759·2199 or 1·800·715·5004

Laundry Service & Alterations

Love, Your sisters in A CJn.

Eyecare Savings!
Soft contacts, exam, follow-up care,
cleaning kit, and sunglasses

$99

Daily*
Wear

$119

Extended
Wear*

* clear, spherical, Ocular Science brand
No other discounts apply

EyeCare

~~®©D®~~D®®

Dr. Kevin M. Adams
308 S. 12th St.
Murray 759-2500

Great Gifts!
Gr adua tion - Mother's Day
Wedding - Farewell
Thank You - Birthday
(Something for
Any & All Occasions)
Quality Mer chandise
Reason ably Priced

The charming yellow cottage at

40 8 S. 12th S t . in Murray
753- 0545
Hel'e 's. fast -t?.cHV\..g reLtef

f1ow.. tV1e pves.sul'e of sct.-looL! Cjva~u~HV1.0
(and don,tforget our
delicious gourmet g ift bask ets.)

se V\..to~ li!V\..~
Cti!SitJ Dt:JC,Z ~

gro.ot st:A.cAeV\..ts CCl:A. gel $4 oo·
OV\.. tV1e 'PUi'CVlli!.Se 01" teli!Se of CIV\..!j

COOL V\..!W Fovot Or' MeYCkYtJ·
This tV'-cLuotes tV1e t1~gV1--petforw..~V'. .ce Mt.<.Stl'l~l
c~LL 1..-goo-3~1-153b or vtstt our Web stte
Cit VitLp:/1·.,-N;v;.foY~.cow. fct· tl-le fulL stovtl.

B ECAUSE YouR B RAIN D oEsN'T HAvE WHEELS.
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Distinguished Professor awarded Staff receive excellence awards
BY SARAH WICHT

about the only thing you'd find

STAfF WRITU

in common is that we all love

This
year's
Alumni
Association's Distinguished
Professor, Vernon Gantt, is
willing to do just about anything for students, including
dressing up as a woman,
singing and calling pigs, to help
students raise money.
Gantt is a professor and
graduate coordinator in the
department of speech communication and theater. He has
served as a member of MSU's
faculty for 23 years.
Gantt dressed as a woman on
April 29 to help American
Humanics fundraise. This was
just one example of Gantt's
devotion to students.
Patti Jones, assistant direct or
of Special
Events,
Development and Alumni, said
students say Gantt is always
willing to help, and he encourages and inspires them.
"If you look down the list of
past distinguished professors

what we do," Gantt said. "I've
had students tell me and I've
had comments written about
me that said 1 take time with
students and I really seem to
care. I do and I want to."
Gantt has been chairman of
his department for eight years.
He has also served as Campus
Fulbright Coordinator and
executive director and editor of
the ACA Bulletin.
Gantt's service and devotion
to his profession has not gone
unrecognized. He has been the
recipient of Fine Arts and Communication Regents Award for
Teaching Excellence and the
American Human.ics Award of
Excellence in Leadership from
the MSU American Humanics
Student Association. He has
also been named a Rotary
International Paul Harris
Fellow and an Outstanding
Young Man in America.
Though Gantt said he does
not feel that he has reached the

height of his professional
career yet, winning this award
has been a great achievement
for him.
"I told people a few days later
that I was still feeling numb at
times," said Gantt. "I'm flattered and overwhelmed. It
always feels good when someone recognizes what you've
done and I think on campus it's
the most prestigious award.,
The award is given on the
basis of teaching excellence,
classroom performance, concern for students, professional
activity and service, both to
MSU and the community.
Award recipients must have
been an MSU faculty member
for eight years or longer.
Gantt received his award at
the Alumni and Friends
Banquet on April 13. He will
receive a $500 eash award and
a student in his department
will receive a $500 scholarship.
Gantt wiU lead the faculty on
graduation and founder's day.

Bv REBECCA

D OUTT

STAFF WRITER

Often you hear stories of students and faculty winning awards across the nation, but
rarely do the people who make the University
run get recognition. The Staff Excellence
awards do exactly that.
Eight Staff Excellence awards were presented April 9 by Staff Congress to faculty and
staff in fou r categories. Marilyn Barrett,
library assistant, and Kristina Jackson, freshmen admissions clerk, received awards in the
secretariaVclerical category. Wanda Henry,
food services, and Bob Nolin, communications
operator, received awards in the general category. Linda Thompson, building service technician, and Allen Watkins, electrician,
received awards in the facilities management
category. Phil Bryan, dean of adln:issions and
registrar's office, and Jack Vaughan, director
of the University bookstore, received awards
in the executive/manageriaVprofessional category.
The $500 awards are chosen annually from
nominations made by faculty, staff and students. Selection from the nominations is made
by three sets of committees appointed by Staff
Congress, the vice presidents of the

University and the president of the
University, respectively.
Kristina Jackson said she feels honored to
have received the award.
"It's an honor not only for myself, but for the
department I work in as well," Jackson said.
Jackson began working in the admissions
office as a student worker in 1982. She
became a full-time employee in the department in 1984. She said her favorite part of her
job is helping new students.
"My favorite part is working with new freshmen, getting them involved, and seeing all the
students and the applications," she said.
Phil Bryan came to work at the University
22 years ago as director of school relations. In
1982 he moved to his current position.
Bryan said his favorite part of his job is
dealing with students and "finally getting
away from long lines in registration."
"My goal is to leave here knowing I have in
some way not hassled students," Bryan said.
"I want to remove hassle from their everyday
lives."
"It was quite a surprise to be honored by the
people I work with," Bryan said. "These are
very nice awards because it's people you know
and work with."

There's no
match for
The Murray
State News
Most Athletic
Outstanding Sophmore
Outstanding Junior
Outstanding Seniors
Outstanding Alpha
Outstanding Delta
Carrie Smith 110%

Megan Jones
Jenny Richey
Sue Reiss
Tracy Richey
Krissi Straub
Maria Locklear
Sue Reiss
Angela Sadler

Visit us online!
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Little leads equestrian trip
B Y MIKE 0HSTROM
SPORTS EDITOR

Mari Little's sentiments Tuesday
echoed t he feelings of the MSU equestrian team precisely as the Racers prepared for their plane trip to Los Angeles
Wednesday for the Intercollegiate Horse
Show Associntion Championsh ip Horse
Show Thursday through Sunday.
..Everyone has got high hopes and is
looking forward to showing what
Murray State is all about," said Little,
senior from Bradenton, Fla.. who is
entered in the hunt seat team competi-

tion and four individual events, includ- · IHSA history to capture two naLional
ing t h e pr estigious Cacchione Cup, championships in the same season. as
which she placed seven th out of 27 rid- she earned spots in the open stock and
ers a year ago. "With th e way I showed raining pattern events.
at zones (April 14 in Murfreesboro,
Hunt seat team members Eric Rihl
Tenn.) com pared to last year, my riding Cwa lk/trot)J
Daniello
Konnorth
and confidence h ave improved , and I (walk/trot.lcanter), Jessica Karkhoff
think I should do well, especially in the (novice flat), Maggie .McNeill {intermeCacchione Cup.''
d iate flat), Becky Reville (open Oat),
Little highlights the Racer contingent Jennifer Lacey l novicc fences) and
as th e only rid er to q ualify individually, Krista Decker {intermediate ltmces) will
as she aims to defend her ope n fences join Little at the national meet.
crown. Little is also attempting to d upliHead coach Patty Howard will also
cate h er performance from last year, ride at nationals, as she placed second
where she became t he first rider in in the alumni stock scat class at the

Region III Intercollegiate Horse Show
April 6 at the West Kentucky Livestock
and Exposition Center. Howard is not
upset that just one Racer earned a berth
in an individual event. as she is focusing
on Lhc team aspect of the IHSA meet.
"As far as individuals go, they worked
really hard and did the best they could,"
llownrd said. "The high point is that we
nrc sending a team. and I'm very proud
of that."
If Little wins the Cacchione Cup, she
will join the U.S. Olympic team on an
European tour and in preparation for
the Summer Games in Atlanta.

Say 'no'
to Julep
Infield aura
heart of Derby

T h e greatest two minutes
in sports is tomorrow, and
no, I don't mean the last 3.7
secon ds of a n NBA basketball game.
T he five millionth or so
Kentucky . . . - - - - - - .
Derby is SPORTS
almost
upon us, TALK
and if you
are plan- C. D.
ning
to BRADLEY
venture
BY M IKE 0HSTROM
up to Louisville for the Run
SPORtS EDITOR
for the Roses this weekend,
let a resident and Derby vetThe Murray State Twilight
era n give you n few pointers.
went off with a bang Saturday
lf you th ink parking here
at Stewart Stadium, and soph ois a mess, there is nothing
more Jason McKi n ney and
t hat can p repare you for the
seniors Mike Claycomb, Felicia
calamity that is parking at
Ford and Charmaine Thomas
Ch urchill Downs on Derby
hope to follow in suit when they
Day.
compete at the National
When you end up parking
Invitational
Sunday
in
your car somewhere near
Bloomington, Ind.
Bowling Green, paying 50
The four Racers are trying to
bucks for a spot in someachieve the qualifying marks
body's front yard, and your
for . the NCAA Outdoor Track
friends, who are Louisville
and Field Championships May
natives, tell you it's a good
29-June 1 in Eugene, Ore. in
deal, don't ~ay you weren't
the 1,500 meters, the pole
warned.
vault, the 200 and 800, respecWhatever you do, don't bet
tively. They will have a second
on the favorite because not a
and final postseason chance to
sin gle Der by favorite has
qualify May 11 at the Billy
won in memorable times. So
Hayes Invitational, also held in
ma ny horses run in the race
Bloomington.
that it resembles a stamHead coach Bob Doty hopes
pede more than anything
the Twilight meet will be a
else. Usually, some horse at
springboard for his troops with
20- 1 odds wins, and the only
national aspirations after the
people who bet on the winRacers picked u p nine wins in
ner happen to be on their
their last contest of the year.
eighth or n inth Mint Julep.
"The kids did well, and they
Wh ich brings us to drjnk.....
seem to perform better in front
ing.
of their home crowd," Doty
To go to the Derby and not
said. "Some people did exactly
drink is much like going to
what they set out to do, and
a n MSU baseball game and
some did even better."
not falling asleep.
With a personal record of
The official drink of the
25.16 seconds and a secondDerby
is the Mint Julep,
Gwen Dyas/Gucst
place finish in the 200, Ford
available from seemingly
Gregg
Ward,
Junior
from
St.
Michaels,
Barbados,
receives
t
he
baton
from
Eric
Calhoun,
sophomore
from
Louisville,
during
the
first
wants to try her luck against
every other person you'll see
exchange of the men' s 400-meter relay at the MSU Twilight Saturday at Stewart Stadium. The Racers finishe d fifth in the race.
national competition.
there, for t he outrageous
"I think that was the best 200 Mo., who needs a time of 23.18 McKinn ey each won their importance ot' being able to run need someone to run with you
price of $5.25.
race I've ever run in, but I seconds to autom atically enter respect ive events handily. against top athletes to achieve at least halfway through the
I d rank a Mint Julep once,
think £ can do even better." said th e national ch ampionships.
McKinney,
a
native
of a qualifying Lime.
race if you're going to (set a pe r·
solely
for research purposes,
the native of Cape Girardeau,
Claycomb, Thom as
a nd Georgetown, Ill., stresses the
''In lhc longer distances, you sonal record)," McKinney said .
of course. It's not as if I, a
college student, am in to
recreational drinking <Dad, I
hope you're not reading :
th is).
Week One at Clarksville, Tenn.
I'm not going to say that it
1#4 SEMO (11-8·1)
is bad, but the Mint ,Julep
Game 1 -Saturday 10 a.m. t----------.
just goes to show that some,
#5 Morehead St (10·10)
traditions should be questioned. 'l'hink 'Shoe Tree.'
Game 4 - Sunday 1 p.m.
#1 Austin Peay St. (13·7)
Winner's bracket ftnaltst
in the 'Brcds opening-round contest against the
Unless you arc trainer D.
Bv Scon N ANNEY
SfMOR STAFF W RITER
Wayne Lukas (who is the
Blue IW.idcrs.
Game 2- Saturday 2 p.m.
~------~
closest thing to a 'friplc
"We want to have our best pitcher going
#8 UT·Martm (5·15·1)
A new beginning is just ·what the doctor against them," Thiekc said. "It's a good matchup.
Crown winner since Seattle
ordered for the ~ISU baseball squad, and that is ~hddle always has a good tournament team."
Slew in 1978 - the last six
j ust what they will gel when the seventh-seeded
Triple Crown races were
Gallagher, who developed a new role on the
Loser of Game 1
Thoroughbreds face second seed l\liridlc mound this ~:<cason after playing catcher last
won by Lukas-brcd horses)
Game 3- Saturday 6 p.m.
Tennessee
State
in
the
first
round
of
the
Ohio
or
arc rich and your parents
ycnr, said the 'Breds need a fast start .
Game 5- Sunday 5 p.m. t-:--":""":'-:--::--:--Loser's bracket finalist
Vall ey Conference Tournament Saturday in
know
the governor personal"We need to come out and put some runs on
Loser of Game 2
Murfreesboro,
Tenn.
ly,
you'll
be in the infield if
the board and make the routine plays,"
Loser of Game 4
Head coach. Mike 1'hieke said the 4I3reds ( 19- Gullaghcr said. "There are a lot of you ng players
you
go
Lo
the
Derby.
Week One at Murfreesboro. Tenn.
29,
6L4
OVCJ
are
anxious
to
open
lourney
piny.
out
here.
If
we
lmUie
enrly,
it.
will
b.;ve
them
conTh e infie ld on Derby Day
#3 Tenn Tech (12·8)
"We're just glad to be there," 1'hiekc said. "We fidence."
resembles Woodstock withGame 1 -Saturday 1 1 a m. l--------......,
know we're going to have to go down and execute
.Junior cntcher .Jeremy Quire, who wi ll be
out the music: A huge num116 Eastern Ky. (10·11)
good, sound, fundamental baseball.''
ber of half-naked people
counted on lo carry some of the offensive load in
The 'Breds' regular season came to nn abrupt the tournnmcnl, said improving on what they
(yes,
I said half-naked), high
4
1
#2 Mtd:lle Tenn. St (13·7) Game -Sunday p.m. Winner's bracket finalist
end Wednesday when their final contest against accomplished during the regular season will be a
on life (or sorm~thi ng else),
Cumber land Coll<:ge at Reagan Field was motivnting factor for the 'Brcds.
throwing money around like
Game 2- Saturday 3 p.m.
~------------~
scratched in favor of a conference makeup game
''l think we're going to do all right," Quire said.
a bunch of crazed weasels,
t7 Murray State (6-14)
Thieke satd the game would have provided the "We weren't as good Cin the regular season) as
and wearing hats which defy
'Breds another opportunity to smooth out some W<' knew we should've been. Now we get to start
nil verhnl description.
of
the
team':>
rough
spots.
but
probably
would
over
again."
Nothing can prepare you
Loser of Game 1
not affect them in the end.
One
factor
that
the
'Breds
could
usc
lo
t
heir
for
the infield; just. you and
Game 3- Saturday 7 p m. ~------......,
"It would have been good for us to play nnoth· advantage is the fact that they have no pressure
75,000
of your close, personGame 5- Sunday 5 p.m. 1-:---:--:-~:--:--:~cr
game,
hut
I
don't
think
that
will
have
any
on
them
to
win.
al
friends,
almost totally
-~
Lose
_r_
o~
l G=-ame
~---'
Loser's bracket finalist
2
affect on how we play in the tournament,"
"\Ve
don't
have
to
prove
anything
this
weekunaware
of
t.he
races going
Loser of Game 4
Thicke snid.
end," QuirP said . "They (the other teams) have to
on around you, and most.
Chad E. Holder/Graphics Ed1tor
Senior right-hander· Keith Gallagh~'>r will start prove something to us."
probably sunburned, penniless and, for Home reason,
N:static about it.
This all might sound o litt le> harsh, and _you're probably wondering why anyone
a nd Panhellenic Council All-Sports en's volleyball standings with 7-0 :111cl 8- T~tlisrnnn Court at 5-2 and the Alpha
would wnnt. to go to such a
Standings th1s year, respectively.
0 records, respect.ively.
Sigs at 4-:t
huge fcsti vnl of depravity
like
l h is. Well. that's the
ATO finished wit.h 141.5 point..o.;, six
The Pikes held off the Lambdn Chis
Campus Hecreation's Male and
whol«'
point of' going to lhe
better than Lambda Chi Alpha, while and Sigma Pi, each with 4-2 murks. anrl Female Participants of the the Year
Derby.
the Alpha Gams tallied 98 point:;, eight Si!,rmu Phi Epsill)n and ATO nt. 4-:-L 'fhP Wl'f"l' seniors ,Jay Hille of Evansville,
STAff REPORT
And I'll be damned if it
more than Alpha Sigma Alpha.
Alpha Gams finishl•d h!le-nnd-a·half Ind. aud Darra Benson of Murray.
doesn't
beat Murray fiu· fun
Alpha Tau Omega and Alpha Gamma
Pi Kappa Alpha and t he Diggers games behind the Diggers at ()-1 in the Stev«•n Slates, scmior from Louisville,
on
a
Saturday
night.
Delta won the Interfraternity Council reached the top of th<• men's and wc,m- women's volleyball diva~;ion, followed by wa~s named Offidal of the Yenr.

Sun not set on McKinney, seniors

\

OVC Baseball Tournament

t--------

'Breds look to start
anew in OVC tourney

ATO, Alpha Gams win All-Sports titles
Pikes, Diggers wear
volleyball crowns

•
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Fields adds two Andersons mow down grass
STAFF REJ'O«T

BY MIKE 0HSTROM

Head women's basketball coach Eddie Fields doubled MSU's
1996 recruiting class by signing Central Hardin High School
All-State first-teamer Cassandra Meadors and Michigan State
transfer Danielle Watts to national letters-of-intent.
Meadors, a 5-10 forward from Elizabethtown, led CentraJ.
Hardin to the state championship game. where she scored a
game-high 12 points in her team's Joss to Union County.
Fields, who has already signed point guard Tameka Gray
and center Ronyeld Shirley, plans to use the versatile
Meadors at small forward.
"Cassandra shoots the mid-range shot so consistently, but
sh e can also step out and shoot the three or put the ball on
the floor and get to the basket," said Fields of Meadors, who
tolaled 893 points, 436 rebounds, 173 assists and 135 steals
in the past two seasons at CHHS...I'm so excited about her
because she is so active defensively in addition to being a
solid rebounder."
Watts, a 6-3 forward/center from Detroit who averaged 18
points and 12 rebounds a game as a Frank Cody High School
senior, will have to sit out the 1996-97 season because of
NCAA t ra ns fer r equirements. However, Fields thinks Watts'
transition onto the Lady Racers squad will be a smooth one.
"This couldn't be better timing for us to get a quality Big
T()n player like Oanielle,• FieldS said. "We will lose
(Anjeanette) Gilbert and <Stephanie) Minor next year, and
Danielle could definitely step in and help us."
Watts, a Class A All-State second-team member her senior
year, saw limited playing time with the Lady Spartans last
season ns a freshman.
,
The Lady Racers, in their third season under Fjelds' direction, earned their first Ohio Valley Conference Tournament
bid since 1990, going 11-17 (7·9 OVC) before reaching the
tournament semifinals.

SPORTS EDITOR

Sun, wind, a reunion of
Racers old and new, and a sibling rivalry ruled the day at the
fourth MSU Grass Volleyball
Tournament
Sunday
at
Cutchin Field.
Brothers Andy and Perry
Anderson and their respective
teams each went undefeated in
eight games of double round·
robin pool play before working
their way to the championship
match, which Andy's Team won
15-7, 15-12.

"We decided on Friday to go
ahead and play because we
wanted to help out the volleyball
team,"
said
Andy
Anderson, senior from Tampa,
Fla. "It was even nicer that we
got to beat Perry because neither one of us likes to lose."
H. L. & Co. took t hird place
by beating the Old Timers 16Andy lee/Staff
14, while H & H, a player short
Andy
Anderson,
senior
from
Tampa,
Fla.
sneaks
a
spike
past
an
H.
L.
&
Co.
player's
block
at the
in the three-on-th ree event,
MSU
Grass
Volleyball
T9urnament
Sunday
at
Cutchin
Field.
claimed fifth place 15-5 over
the ROTC team in the consola· tion, especially with Mudball
"I'm happy with 10 teams," and Liz Spomer of the' Old
tion bracket final.
and Spring Fling occurring in said Bowlin, who met former Timers. "It didn't rain, everyMSU head volleyball coach the same week and since the Racers Melissa <Webster) body had fun, and we raised a
Brenda Bowlin was pleased tournament was not held last Hicks, who played on Perry's little money for the volleyball
with the amount of participa- year.
Team, and Sarah Dearworth team, so it was a success."

Murray State
Univer sity Housing

now available for
Graduation &
Mother's Day

Residence H a ll Security Guards
Immed ia

tifu!,
The Residence Hall Security
position is an integral
part of the security and services provided to the residents
of Murray State University Housing.
'rhc Residence Hall Security Guard works from
12 a .m. - 8 a.m. in the r esidence hall. The Residence Hall
Security Gua rds arc responsible for maintaining the
security of the residence hall by conducting
security checks and fo11owing procedures.
This position offers an excellent opportunity to obtain an
on-campus job with both responsibility and time to study.

Call Terry Burgess at 762-3275 for more
information. Applications can be obtain ed at
the Hou sing office

B re·akfas t
Buffet

'Essmtilll'Day
Spa
Try our new
paraffin hand

All-You-Can-Eat $3 .99
Sat. - Sun. 7 - 10 a.m.
Haw you had your l>reak

toda::Jl~

therapy for
only $8
Call Today 767-0760
301 N. 12th St.

Congratulations to
our members for
achieving Alumna Status

MSUSUMMER
Expanded to
courses - 600

•
•
•
•

What's new about Murray State's Summer '96? Check it outOver 600 undergraduate and professional courses.
Courses for high school juniors and seniors
Housing rates as low as $185 (dou ble room) per summer term.
Opportunities to enjoy weekends at the lake w ith friends.

Melanie Adams
Anne Blankenship
.
Demetra Bradley Margo Burnette
Alexis Cobb Janet Hester
Megan Jones Heather Kraemer
Teresa Logsdon
Katie Maloney Sandi Neff
Angela Sadler Sue Schopf
Allison Smith Krissi Straub
Malysa Wimberg
T.J. WunderUch

•
•
contact Murray state Untverstty
If you havt• been enrolled In a college course,
summer of 1995 or later. call Racer Touclr
at 15021 762-3500 beginning April 8.

Calli (800) 27 l-4MSU toll-free or dial7623741 locally. Admissions Office hours are:
Monday· Friday, 8 a.m. ·4:30p.m.

_________ ,
Admi..siuns Offiet~
P.O. nux 9
S1mrks Hull
!\lurrn) Stnte

Please send information ~--------
sENn ME THE FOLLOWING MATERIALS
_ MSU :.ummer class schedule _ Admission application
_ Undergraduate bulletin _ Graduate bulletin
Name _________________________________

lnhenity
\1urruy, K \' 421171

Address - - - - - - - -------- - ------ - - -City
State
_ Zip _ ___
Phone .,_
( .....-=-'--- -- - - .,~.

r

Your sisters in

A~n

I
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Track
MSU TWILIGHT
Saturday at Stewart Stadium
Men's discus- 8. N1ck Murray,

128·5
Women's discus- 5. Dawn
Miller, 124-7.5. 13. Teressa
Powell, 104·6.5
Men's Javelin- 2. Ryan Rice,
158-8. 3. Mike Claycomb, 1573.5. 5. Adam Settle, 145·10
Women's javelin- 3. Miller,
107·8. 6. Powell, 83·0.
Men's long Jump- 2. Reg~nald
Sw1nton, 23·9.75. 8. Gregg Ward,
20·7.75. 9. Kevin Terry, 18·2.
Women's long jump- 2.
Mernette Forde, 16·8.5. 3. Dana
Bellair, 16·3.5.
Men's
pole
vault1.
Claycomb, 15·6.
Women's triple jump- 1.
Forde, 35-0
Men's shot put- 7. Murray,
37·7. 8 Settle. 34-8.
Women's shot put- 3. Miller,
41·9.5. 6. Powell, 37·3.
Women's 3,000-meter run- 4.
Laura Bohanon, 11:36.46.
Men's 3,000-meter steeplechase- 9. Jeremy Clemons,

11:03.45.
Women's 40Q-meter relay- 1.
Murray State (Charlene Shobe,
Forde, Phyllis Jackson, Felicia
Ford), 48.08.
Men's 400 relay- 5. Murray
State (Eric Calhoun, Anthony Jett,
Ward. !<irk Smith), 43.30.
Men's 1,500- 1. Jason
McKinney. 3:57.97.
Women's 100-meter hurdles1 Jackson. 15.36.
Women's 40o- 2. Shobe,

57.86.
Women's 1oo- 1. Forde, 12.59.

Women's 800- 1. Charmaine
Thomas, 2:17.80. 3. Renee
Haley, 2:20.82.
Men's aoo- 3. Brad Mason.
1:57.50. 7. Tony Jonas, 1:59.50.
Women' s 400 hurdles- 1.
Jackson, 1:05.03.
Women's 20o- 2. Ford, 25. 16.
8. Bellair. 27.08.
Women's 1,600 relay- 1.
Murray State (Jackson, Shobe,
Forde, Thomas), 3.58.32.
Men's 1,600 relay- 4. Murray
State (Calhoun, Ward, Jett,
Claycomb), 3:22.40.

lntramurals

Volleyball
MSU GRASS VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT
Sunday at Cutchin Field
First place- Andy's Team def. Perry's Team 15·7, 15·12. Third
place- H. L. & Co. def. Old Timers 16-1 4. Fifth place- H & H def.
ROTC 15·5.
Championship bracket semifinals- Andy's Team def. H. L. &
Company 12·10, 11·8; Perry's Team def. Old Timers 11·4, 11·4.
Consolation bracket semifinals- ROTC def. Diggers 15-6; H & H def.
Track Attack 15·4.
QUALIFYING ROUNDS
Pool A
Perry's Team
H. L. & Co.
Young Ones
H&H
ROTC

w
8
5
4
2

L
0
3
4
6
7

pts

88-32
73-66
71·79
62-76
47-87

PooiB
Andy's Team
Old Timers
The
Diggers
Track Attack

vu

w
8
5
4
3
0

L
0

3
4
5
8

INTRAMURAL VOLLEYBALL FINAL STANDINGS
Men- 1. Pi Kappa Alpha, 7·0. 2. Lambda Chi Alpha, 4·2. 3. Sigma
Pi, 4-2. 4. Sigma Phi Epsilon, 4·3. 5. Alpha Tau Omega, 4·3. 6. Alpha
Sigma Phi, 2·5. 7. ROTC, 2·5. 8. Bumpers, 0·7.
Women- 1. Diggers, 8-0. 2. Alpha Gamma Delta, 6-1. 3. Talisman
Court, 5·2. 4. Alpha Sigma Alpha. 4-3. 5. Alpha Delta PI, 3·4 . 6. Alpha
Gamma Delta II, 3·4 . 7. Slamming Sisters, 2·6 8. Sigma Sigma Sigma,
2·6. 9. Alpha S1gma Alpha II, 0·7.

141.5
135.5
112.5
11 o
96
88.5
64.5
47.5

4. Pi Kappa Alpha
5 . Sigma Phi Epsilon
6. Sigma Pi
7. Alpha Sigma Phi
8 . Alpha Gamma Rho
Panhellenlc Council League

1. Alpha Gamma Delta

98
90
2. Alpha Sigma Alpha
3. Alpha Della Pi
88
4. Sigma Sigma Sigma • 77
5 . Alpha Omicron Pi
66

of the Year.
Minor. a 5- 1I junior power forward from Madisonville,
averaged 19. 1 points and I 0.8 rebounds a game for the MSU
women's basketball team in leading the Lady Racers to the
semifinals of the Ohio Valley Conference Tournament. The
Lady Racers improved to I 1-17 (7-9 OVC) on the shoulders
of Minor, who was named to the all-conference first team.
Cullors, a senior tailback from Richardson, Texas, sparked
the Racer football team's 11 -0 season, OVC championship
and first trip to the NCAA Division 1-AA Playoffs since
1986. Cullers, signed as a free agent by t he NFL's Baltimore
Ravens, broke three school season records and was a firstteam member of the OVC and 1-AA All-American squads.

Pts

ALL-SPORTS STAN DINGS

Men's basketball coach Mark Gottfried announced
the cancellation of the Racers' annual banquet this year.
" I regret that our fans will not have this opportunity to
celebrate our championship season, but finding a date that
would work for our basketball team, our basketball staff and I'
'
the facility was not feasible;· Gottfried said.

Sports Calendar
TODAY
Equestrian- Intercollegiate Horse Show Association Championship
Horse Show in l os Angeles

The MSU volleyball team t ook second place at the

SATURDAY
CAMPUS REC HONORS
Male Participant of the YearJay Hille, senior from Evansville,
Ind.
Female Participant of the
Year- Darra Benson, senior from
Murray.
Official of the Year- Steven
Slates, senior from Louisville.

'

Stephaine Minor and Derrick Cullors are the Racers

88·30
77·56
61·69
52·69
34-88

Interfraternity Council League

1. Alpha Tau Omega
2 Lambda Chi Alpha
3. Sigma Chi

Sports
Notebook

Baseball- Ohio Valley Conference Tournament in Murfreesboro, Tenn.
Equestrian- Intercollegiate Horse Show Association Championship
Horse Show in Los Angeles
•

Southeast Missouri State Spring Volleyball Tournament April
21 in Cape Girardeau, Mo.
The Racers ended their spring training schedule by win!
ning their qualifying pool with a 5- 1 record, their only loss
coming in a two-game split w ith Southern Illinois. The
Racers beat Eastern Illinois in the semifinals before losing to
SEMO in the championship match.

SUNDAY
Baseball- Ohio Valley Conference Tournament in Murfreesboro, Tenn.
Equestrian- Intercollegiate Horse Show Association Championship
Horse Show in Los Angeles
Track and Field- National Invitational in Bloomington, Ind.
M ike

Ohstrom/Sports Ed1tor

,
1

.

CIASSIFIEDS
PERSONALS

Always listen to cats when they tell you
what to do M.T.T

we don't

Hey AaO'sl Good luck on finals ancs
have a great summer! Pata!

Once aga10, we tell each other
want much. Just everything .

Thanks to Kom Sunon for plann1ng Rosk
Management Night at lhe movoesl • .
AMI

I woll send I'T1Y dragon to guard your

Crazy Eocenlric Lady! You have made
us laugh. smite. and step back tor an
el(tra glance at abnormality. You are
unknowongly the most hllanoos cherac•
tar at MSU. The hair (mullt·colored),
boots (knee high}, end stock•nos (see
through) make you eocentric. And lhe
tact that you can eat. talk. smoke, po.,l
on make-up, and lie your bOoiS all at
once makes you cra.ty, and almost a
god. Have run coptng w•th emphysema,
it's a killer.
Ststers of AIA.II's been a great semes·
ter and tl's only getting better. Keep up
lha Alpha Sig Spinll Have a great S\1111mert M1zpat1
Alpha Gamma Della Crush Dance Fri·
clay, May 3 10p m.·2a.m.
Th1s Is my farewell classtfoed . Goodbye
MSU. Jt was great whole ot lasted but the
"real workr ,;s calling my name, I JUst
wish II was telling me where I was gu1ng
to get a rob. Thanks to all my prottt.>·
sora, especially Gill, Doc and Or. AI,
your encouragement through lhe years
has made me a bener person . Good
luck to JD and the olhar JD in lha ads
olfoce. Just do the job ~ke I would · rightl
Teke care to all my fnends Oork, I'll
miSS ya . PJ

LX Thanks lor a great mixer. • . sisters
oft\f'.l
Thanks to our Al:<l> coaches for your
help In makong us lf1 We love you guys!
Love, The Sisters oi 1\IA
Beltnda·l'm so glad we ftnally got to eat
out together, and spend time at my pad.
You're the best! You mean $0 much to
me, I would never po.,ke on your sleeve.

Joy
Congratulabons. Emily Elizabeth, on a
great first year Holly and Chloe
To Befinda , I'm IJOing to nuss you and
all of those latentghl roadtnp5 but I've
got Joy to play w1th now Love R1cco

1be
Murray

State

door.

Congratulations and best woshes from
the kid on the tricycle.
Alplla Kappa Psi Fraternity woold hke to
announce tl}at Malysa W1mberg rs the
recipient ol the Scholarship Key and
cert1rlcata. She is the senior with the
h1Qhes1 GPA. Congratutahons. Malysa

The Gathenng http/!Www.lakeme.com
scholarships, academic & career
resourc.s, Internships, sports. news,
entertainment. travel, music. debates
and 1 ,OOO'a of hnksl

GLASS FOR SUNROOMS OR ROOM
ENCLOSURES • 50% below retail.
34x76 $59.95. Many other sizes avaHable • Clear, bronze. and skylights Frae
information 800-841·9842 .

PAGEANT: · Wanted girts agea 3·19 for
Miss Kentucky Coed Teen, Pre-Teen,
Princess Pageant
Applica tion or
brochure, all 800·484·9262, ext. 8705
$10.000 In prizes awarded.

HEARING AIDS .. Just $379.00 manufactured d1rect to to the public. In the
canal type, fully guaranteed. free lnfor·
matlon and aample. Call toll lrae 800960·4367, Mocro Max .

Lose Weoghll Naeded 87 people 100%
Natural Ooolof Reeolnmended HlOO·
684·8253 Ext. 4262

FOR SALE

Congratulahons Beth P. for receovon~
"Outstandmg JuniOr In Accounting.
Way&o go! n • . yds Malysa

.Panasoruc car CD player. Detachable
face . ExceUent condition 753-8179

NOTICE

For Sate. Almoet new Cannon 200e
Bubble Jet Printer $1 50.00 534-4340

Attention all st udents!ll Granta &
Scholarthl ps available! B illions of
$$$ In private f unding. Qualify Immediately . 1 800 AI0.2·HELP (1 800 243·
2 435).

For Sale Guts 25• Columbia blcycla. 3
speed. axcaUent condi!Jon $40.00. 20
Gal. Pet-Aquarium tank $30.00 . Padue·
all (502) 443-3740,

Notice all atudental A number o f
ltema which have been turned In to
the lost and found are being held In
th e Dean's Office, Facutfy Hall ,
Includ ed ere Item s o f clothing,
boqlce, no lebooka, aungla ssea, jew •
airy, lcaya, umbrella•, and a watch.
Yo u may come In to FH 100 during
o" 1ca houra (8:00..:30) to claim loat
llama Befora May 15th, e.fter which
everything renu~lnlng will be dis·
posed ol .
Exp erience the'98 Gamest In A tlanta,
Georg ia. Student Packages available
from only $299/person t 3 nlgh1 •11
m'llllilff camping packages wi th
event tic kets! Umlted Space! Call
Now! Earthbound Adventures 1--1100.
513 -4986
"THE BATTLE OF SACRAMENTO," •
Nathan Bedford Forrest's forst cavaliY
battle or the Civol War, will be re-enact·
ed May 17, 18, 19, 1996 at Sacramen·
to, Kentucky. Living hiStory demonstra·
t1ons or crallsmanship, championship
cavaiiY races Saturday and Sunday;
ba1Uefiold ball Saturday noghl fearunng
Saxton's Coronet Band. Information,
Coty Hall 502·736-5274 Fax 502·736·
5042 .

STEEL BUILDINGS SALE. • 5.000+
sizes.30x40x10, $4,835, <10x60x14,
$8.819 : 50x60x12, 59.512: 50x100xt6,
$15.670,
60x80x14,
$14,290;
60x100x16, St7,619 Ouality. service
excellence. Frae brochures Sentinel
BUIIdll"'gS, 800·327-0790 .
WOLFF TANNING BEDS • Tan al
home. Buy direct and save! Commeraal
and home units from $199.00 Low
monthly payments Free color catalog.
CalltO<Iay 800-842·1305.
TANNING BEDS· Wolff and Sunmas·
ter. FactoiY direct to publiC. Eliminate
moddle man , Save hundreds. Money
badt guarantae. Home or commercial.
Easy payments . Free catalog. 800Keep·A· Tan or 800-533-7282.
TANNING BEDS • Commercial or
home. Lotions (including Supra,• Body
Drench, Nitro, Inferno and Swedish
Beauty) Lamps, parts and supplies. ean
today Puretan International, Inc. 800338·8267
CLEANERS PSI 1500·$299; 2000·
$339: 3500·$899, Honda contractor
4Cl00-$1199, complete, factory direct,
tax free. lowest pnces guaranteed. cat·
aJog 24 hours 800-333·9274

HELP WANTED
PIZZA RES.$$$ Looking lor 3·4 people
lo waiVkitcheo help. Start1ng $4 25 +
tips 10 work monimum 2 or more shifts
Just caU. WE HAVE FUN! I 800-882·
7070 home 436-2577
Big Apple Cafe Puryear, TN. Immediate
open1ng for kllohan help. Musl be avail·
able this summer. Apply In porson. Call
(901) 247·5798
CAMP COUNSELORS WANTED; Trimdown Fitness, coed camp located 1n the
Catskill Mountains of NY. All Sports,
Water·skiong, Canoeong, Ropes, Lifeguards, Crafts, Dance, AerobiCS. Nutri·
bon. Kitchen. Olfica, 120 pos1tions Call
CAmp Shane (800) 292·2267
DRIVERS • Solo & teams, $2,000.00
(teams) sign-on Top teams earn
$104,000+, top traoners earn 70k+,
mator beneltts, motel & deadhead pay.
Covenant Transport 800-441·4394.
Students call 800-338-6428
DRIVERS, EPES HAULING • offers
great pay, new convenuonats. top bene·
f11s, bonuses. vacattons, and mora to
experienced flatbed drivilrs. Call 800·
248·6537 or 800·221·9620 Owner
operators welcome!
DRIVERS, SINGLES OR TEAMS • 010
leil$8 program. No money down. Must
meal OOT requirement. late mO<Iel
walk·ln. Call Arctic Express 600·927·
0431
SAVON$ • $7-$15 a hour. Free Info
packet Free Shopping. Free credit. (80%
by telephone) Start up holline 6()()SELL·AVON. Start up rebate Extra
Income. Res1dual Income. Independent
Representative 800·'735-5286.
DRIVERS. EOE • Don't just take our
word fOf 11. talk to MaveriCk Onvers
They get: Excellent pay package, home

most weekends, quarterly bonuses.
paid Insurance Maverick Transports·
lion, Inc. 8()()..289-1100.

DRIVERS EXPERIENCED. OTR ·Tired

ot long hours & pay? Earn ,up to $40·

55,000 a year and top benefits with
Roehl Ouatcomm. 48/53' van or
flatbed Drop & swap. 95% no touctl.
Sign on bonus. Talk 10 our drivers. Dri·
ver trainers and teams welcome. 800.
467·6345.

DRIVER M ILES BEYOND THE REST I
• Drive fOf a carrier that's going strong.
0\Jtstandong pay , waekly home hme.
excapbonal miles, new 96' freightliner
convenhonals, complete benefits. Call
Knight Transportation : 800·489·2990

DRIVERS • Make more S. Keep more $!
Excellent benefits and pay, home often!
23 years of age. CDL·A wiHazMal TSL
800-527·9568 .. EOE.

DRIVERS. PRE·FAB TRANSIT • Is
looking fOf OTR flatbed dnvers. Start up

10 29c: per mil4r. paid benefits. bOnuses,
plenty of freight. rider programs, tate
model equipment. Must be 23 wtlh 1
year OTR. Call PFT/Roberson today!
800·473·5581 EOE.

DRIVERS, OVER THE ROAD • 35
statee. Flat w11h Sides, late mO<Iel con·
ventlonats . 3 years experience, Start
.30e a mtle plus benef1ts. Call 800-444·

6648.

DRIVERS • $38,00<:1+ yearly, up to 36c
a mile, be home l'lery 9·12 days, frae
medical, dental, retirement. $1,000 tarp,
$500 safety bonus. Assigned tractors.
Hornady Truck Line 600-648·9684.

DRIVERS • Solos. teams, grads. Indus·
try's lop pay 10 start loaded or empty.
Three raises first year. Benefits. 401 K .
Assigned equipment. 22 COL 'A' 800·
633·0550 ext. ex-15,

ORIVERSIOTR • Tulbon free OTR dli·
ver tratnong and a guaranteed JOb Job
secunty, no lay-offs. Outstanding pay,
benef1ts. CAST, Inc. 800·504·2n8 .
EOEIMF.
DRIVERS. OTR • ADS $1.000 Slgn..Qn
Bonus . Lim11ed openmgs lor experi·
anced flatbed drivers Assigned conventoons. benef1ts. 401 K. and more Call
tO<Iayl 800-646-3438, ext1007. Owner
operators welcome .
DRIVERS TRACTOR/TRA ILER • A
place of opportunities, Werner Enterprises. Inc., one of the nallon's leadlna
trucldoad earners IS looking for: solo. aft
teams, and owner-ops. RegiOnal. dedi·
cated and OTR positions available.
Vans, flats, TCU's. Full bene fits include:
1sl clay heallh coverage, retirement.
new nder program, 97% convenhonals.
Wemer Enterpnses, 600·346·2818
EOE.
ATIORNEY • Associate poSition for
Stewart and Broz Law Firm . Excellent
salaiY and opportunity. Resume to: 607
E. 10th Street, Bowling Green, Ky.
42101 .
DRIVER, CALL AND GET IT · Great
pay and benefits. Late model equip·
ment, generous bonuses. Experienced,
owner operatOf, 1nexpenenced. reg1ona1
contaoner. Dedicated opportunotoes.
Bull•ngton Motor Camers IIOO.JOIN·
BMC EOE

DRIVERS • New pay for expenence.
Program starts 3().32 cents per mde
with 1-3 years' expenence! All conven·
Ilona! neell Benefitsl 401K! Grads wet·
come 800·543·8923 ext C·14.
DRIVERS • CaD Tmm Transport fOf
your career opportunity! $300 sign-on,
Start 28e a mde. Home often. 95·96
convenllonals 1 year OTR & 6 months
flatbed. 800-845·5820
DRIVERS. SKIPPER TRANSPORTA·
TION • Has company dnver positions
avallable IOf experienced flatbed drivers. We offer a supenor pay package,
all conv. Meet. and home frequently
Jotn a family owned company where the
"Driver" Is number one. Call 600-456·
7547.
DRIVERS NEEDED: • With llalbed
exper1ence by mullt·fleet owner. tease
to Dallas & Mav1s. Excellent pay and
work envoronment. Conventional trac·
tors. 80().444-6648.

SERVICES
MOBILE HOME LOANS • 5% down,
refinancing, equity loan. Free sellers
package, land or home loans. Green
Tree F1nancoal 800-895·1900. Nallon's
leadong mobile home lender.

NO ADS WILL BE ACCEPTED OVER THE
PHONEI

NEWS

Ads may be mailed along wrth payment to:
Classlfleda Department, The Murray State News
2609 Umversity Station, Murray, Kentucky 42071·

SHARE A DREAM· Ho5t ~n.
European, South American, n.
Russian High School EIICha 9 91u- ,
dents amving August Become a hosl
lamity/AISE. Can 800-SIBUNG.
A BEAUTIFU L CANOLEUGHT • Old·
Fashtoned Wedding, Smoky Mounta•n
near Gatlinburg, over1ook1ng rover,
horse-drawn carnage. cabins, I8CUlli,
ordained ministers. No teat or waiting
Heartland ~48·8697 (VOWS)
ROMANTIC CANDLELIGHT, WEOOINGS • Smoky Mountains, ordained
mtn1sters, elegant chapel, photographs,
norals, videos. receptions. honeymoon
cabins. fireplaces. 68Ciuded, kitchens.
jiiCUZliS, &peelal padtages No waiting
or blood test. Gatlinburg, T811M1Me
800-933-7464 or 800-WED-RING. •
ATIENTION · GET MARRIED IN THE
SMOKY MOUNTAINS · Weddin(IS start
at $99.00. We offer l'l&rything trocn fle
tux to the limo. No waltilg. Oi'dlinllcl
minister. 800-619·3397

rIa•

TREASURED WEDDINGS • At Galin•
burg Memories Chapel. From
10
small weddings. per$0naUzecl ~~
We have ot all Complele

Honeymoon

8Uit88. Gaabo,

panting. 800·242·7115

ELEGANT SMOKY MOUNTAIN WED·
DINGS - Seven years expenence, plan
your special day with us Beautiful whna
chapels. ordaoned montsters, No blood
test or waitong. "Honeymoon Lodging"
Gatlinburg. 800-258-6797, Ptgeonforge
800.408·85n.
CHRISTIAN MARRIAGES - Gatlinburg'~; orlg10al church chllpels (s1nce
1980) photography, videos, music, now·
ers, limos, chalets, jacuzzi suiles, fire.
places brealhtakong views, any ~
Rev. Ed Taylor 8()().346-2n9.
PICTURESQUE SMOKY MOUNTAIN
WEDDINGS • Gatlinburg's award-win·
ning chapel The perfect telling , the
perfect weeld1ng. Elegant, rom~~ntac:.
secluded, affordable . No tests. Chlpel
In The Glen 800-537·1505
A BEAUTIFUL CHAPEL WEOI:>INQS,.. ~
In the Smoky Mo u n .t Gat
a l n t a1
L•llle Log Chapel . Ctw
•
•
•
Border:; natJof\111 pill1l. A
dong to fit your bodgtll. 100-5546MM
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Inter-Fraternity Council
Shawn Smee- President
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'
Todd Earwood- Treasurer
Shape' ~~gtfes- Public.Relations

BUSCH

CAS E

CASE

$15.79

$13.79

12 PACK

12 PACK

$8.29

$6.99

6 PACK

6 PACK

$4.69

$3.99

4
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PART TIME AND CAREER OPPOPTUNITIES AVAilABLE. EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANCE-INCLUDING
TUITION AND BOOK REIMBURSEMENT. CALL OR STOP BY TODAY FOR MORE INFORMATION.
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Jason Karstens
Shawn Smee
Jay Vaughn
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CHECK OUT OUR HUGE SELECTION OF MOVIES~'
.
HUNDREDS OF NEW RELEASES AND
ALL YOUR ALL TIME FAVORITES!
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Jay Vaughn
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Lambda Chi Alpha Awarda
Officers of the Year: Trent Ryan
Shawn Smee
Athlete of the Year: David Russell
ld~al Active: Shawn Smee
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ADAMS
Continued from Page 1

had other children who have graduated from the
University.
Joanna Adams, Ginge~s mother, is proud to
receive the degree in honor of her daughter.
"Ginger loved Murray State University," Mrs.
Adams said. "She was a conscientious student

May 3,1996

and looked forward to using her degree to teach
other young people. Our family is proud to
accept the degree_for which she worked so diligently. We thank the administration for the
honor."
Adams' degree will be awarded at the beginning of the undergraduate ceremony. A family
member is to receive the diploma. Ginger would
have graduated with a bachelor of arts degree in
English education.

HooRAY FoR
You!

Good Luck

Breds

1

at

ovc
Tournament
Congratulation graduating
seniors!
We know you'll meet every future challenge
with success. Best wishes to all our graduates and their proud families from

The Murray

State News

WOULD
$44,500
HELP WITH
COLLEGE!
You can earn more than
$17,585 during a standard
Army Reserve enlistment ...

And another $6,920 if you
qualify for the Montgomery

12th and Chestnut
306 N.12th St.
for delivery call 759-4646

GI Bill ...
Plus ifyou have or obtain
a qualified student loan, you
could get help paying it offup to $20.~if you train in
certain s})("cialtics in certain
units.
And that's for part-time
service-u$ually one weekend a month plus two weeks'
Annual Training.
Think about it.
Then think about us.
Then call:
602·442-2949
90 1·644-9021
K AU 1'0U CAM IC

ARMY ilESERVE
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2 Medium
Specialty Pizzas
(or up to 3-loppings)

$}399

Buy Any Large
Pizza for the
Price of a
Medium Pizza
£4uaiiiiiiiiiW

ol.......,.

I Large Specialty
Pizza &: ALarge
Single-Topping Pizza

Large Specialty Pizza
and 1 order
Cheesesticks

$}~

$]299

or

.......... . . . .........
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